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ANALYSIS AND TESTING OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SLOT NOZZLE EJECTORS WITH VARIABLE AREA
MIXING SECTIONS
By
Gerald B. Gilbert, Philip G. Hill
SUMMARY
Finite difference computer techniques have been used to calculate the
detailed performance of air to air two dimensional ejectors with symmetric variable
area mixing sections and co-axial converging primary nozzles. The successful com-
pletion of this program completes a step in the development of a com_)uter
program to analyze the ejector of the augmentor wing lift augmentation system for STOL
aircraft.
The finite difference computer program analyzes two dimensional mixing
in converging-diverging jets. The analysis of the primary nozzle assumes correct
expansion of the flow and is suitable for subsonic and slightly supersonic velocity
levels. The variation of the mixing section channel walls is assumed to be gradual
so that the static pressure can be assumed uniform on planes perpendicular to the axis.
An x-_b 2 coordinate system is used in the solution of the momentum and energy equations
to remove a singularity condition at the wall. Different assumptions for eddy viscosity
are made for each distinctly different region of the flow based on information available
in the literature.
A test program was run to provide two-dimensional ejector test data for
verification of the computer analysis. Geometry and primary air operating conditions
similar to a typical augmentor wing ejector were selected for the tests. A primary
converging nozzle with a discharge geometry of 0.125" x 8.0" was supplied with
600 SCFM of air at about 35 psia and 180°F. TMs nozzle was combined with two mixing
section geometries with throat sizes of 1.25" x 8.0" and 1. 875" x 8.0" and was tested
at a total of 11 operating points. Secondary flow was varied by adding three steps of
increased restriction to the ejector discharge. For each test mass flow rate, wall
static pressures and several velocity traverses were recorded for comparison with
analytical results.
1
The comparisons of wall static pressures, centerline velocity, centerline
temperature, and velocity profiles between experimental and analytical results at the
same flow rate were generally very good. The computer program presented in this
report accurately predicts the performance of the simple two-dimensional ejectors and
thereby Successfully completes the objectives of this program.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The augmentor wing concept under investigation by NASA for STOL aircraft
lift augmentation is powered by an air to air ejector. The wing boundary layer is drawn
into the deflected double flap augmentor channel at the trailing edge of the wing and is
pressurized by a high velocity slot jet which is oriented at an angle to the augmentor
channel. To predict the performance and to optimize the design of the complete
augmentor wing, an analytical method is needed to predict the performance of the air
ejector which powers the augmentor flap section.
Under contract NAS2-5845 a computer analysis was developed for single
nozzle axisymmetric ejectors with variable area mixing sections using integral
techniques (1) . The ejectors of primary interest in that program and earlier programs
were high entrainment devices using small amounts of supersonic primary flow to pump
large amounts of low pressure secondary flow. Good agreement was achieved between
analytical and experimental results.
The integral analytical techniques used to analyze the axisymmetric ejector
configurations are also valid for the analysis of two dimensional ejectors. However,
the augmentor wing configuration may include asymmetric geometries, inlet flow
distortions, wall slots, and primary nozzles that are at large angles to the axis of the
augmentor mixing section. The integral techniques are not easily adaptable to these more
complex flows. Finite difference techniques can be used to analyze these more complex
flow geometries at the expense of increased computer time.
1.2 Objectives of Program
The specific objectives of this investigation are the following:
(1) to develop a finite difference computer program for the analysis
of two--dimensional, air ejectors with symmetric variable area
mixing sections and with co--axial converging primary nozzles.
(2) to obtain test results with two--dimensional ejector configurations
so that the analytical methods can be checked.
By modifying the present analysis additional complicating features of the
actual augmentor wing ejector may be incorporated into the computer program until the
complete augmentor wing ejector can be successfully analyzed.
? ; I
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Section 2
NOMENCLATURE
A N
An_ I
Bn_ 1
C
P
C
po
C •
P
C L
CN
Cn_l
Dn_ 1
E
k
k
O
k*
go
m
L
m
m
n
Mir
Pb
Nozzle discharge area
Coefficient appearing in the finite difference equations 26 and 36
Coefficient appearing in the finite difference equations 26 and 36
Time average specific heat at constant pressure
Specific heat at constant pressure evaluated at a reference
temperature T
O
Dimensionlesls constant pressure specific heat,
E ckert number, T
wr 1
T
O
__2__
C
po
Nozzle discharge coefficient
Coefficient appearing in the finite difference equations 26 and 36
Coefficient appearing in the finite difference equations 26 and 36
Dimensionless eddy viscosity, _
lJ
0
Time average thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity evaluated at T
0
k
Dimensionless thermal conductivity, T
o
Dimensional Constant, 32.2 lbm-ft/lbf-sec 2
Prandtl mixing length
Dimensionless mixing length,
Node points along a streamline
U
m o
o
Streamline designation
Dimensionless Mach number,
Barometric pressure
U
O
(_ RTo) 1/2
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NOMENCLATURE
(continued)
PN
P
Prt
P
ro
P
q
Nozzle pressure
Time average static pressure
Turbulent Prandtl number, --
Prandtl number,
uC
opo
k
0
E
_H
Dimensionless pressure,
Heat Transfer
m
P
2
1/2 PoUo
qT
R
T
a
T
W !
T.
J
T
0
T N
T
wr
u
U f
U
0
u2, n
U
U:_
V
Turbulent heat transfer, (pv) ' T'
Gas constant
Atmospheric temperature
Time average temperature
Instantaneous fluctuating temperature
Jet temperature at the nozzle exit plane
Flow reference temperature
Nozzle temperature
Wall reference temperature
Time averaged velocity in x-direction
Instantaneous fluctuating x component of velocity
Jet centerline velocity at the nozzle exit plane
th
Unknown velocity at the n grid point
Dimensionless velocity in x-direction, 7
L_w 1/2 o
Friction velocity, p
Time averaged flow velocity in y-direction
NOMENCLATURE
(continued)
V I
W
m
W
n
W
S
X
X
AX
Y
Y
y+
(2
-y
_s
Po
p,
_o
T
Instantaneous fluctuating y-component of velocity
Mixing section total flow rate
Nozzle flow rate
Secondary flow rate
Space co-ordinate in the axial direction
Dimensionless space co-ordinate in the axial direction,
Step size in x-direction
U X
0
V
0
Space co-ordinate perpendicular to axial direction
Dimensionless space co-ordinate perpendicular to axial direction,--
Duct half width or duct radius
Dimensionless wall co-ordinate yu*
P
Constant, unity for axisymmetric flow and zero for two-
dimensional flow
Ratio of specific heat, P
Pp
Transformed co-ordinate defined by equation 8
Regular stream coordinate
Dimensionless ¢ co-ordinate _,2 Vo0o for two-dimensional flow
'rime averaged fluid density
Fluid density evaluated at a reference temperature T
O
Dimensionless fluid density
Time averaged absolute viscosity
Absolute viscosity: evaluated at a reference temperature T
0
Dimensionless absolute viscosity, #o
Mean average shear stress
YU o
o
NOMENCLATURE
(continued}
T T
T
W
E
e H
0
V
0
5
A
K
Turbulent shear stress, (pv)' u'
Local wall shear stress
Eddy viscosity
Eddy conductivity
T-T
ODimensionless temperature T - T
wr o
Kinematic viscosity at local temperature
Reference kinematic viscosity evaluated at a reference temperature T
o
Local wall boundary layer thickness or jet half width
u 6
O
Dimensionless boundary layer thickness, _
0 ,
Mixing length constant
Mean value of dissipation
Section 3
ANALYSISOF TWO-DIMENSIONALJET MIXING
3.1 Introduction
This section is concerned with the essential physical features of a computa-
tion model for plane two-dimensional jet mixing in converging-diverging jets. A finite-
difference computer program has been developed for treating the mixing of two parallel
and compressible air streams, allowing for at least one of them to be supersonic. In
all cases, the nozzle expansion is assumed "correct", i.e. nozzle exit plane pressure
is matched to the ambient pressure at that station. Thus, expansion waves and shocks
at the nozzle exit plane are assumed to be absent. Even though the correct expansion
assumption may not be realized in a practical case, the downstream flow field will not
likely be sensitive to small degrees of over - or under-expansion. The flows considered
include compound flows of supersonic and subsonic streams; however, no provision is
made for compound choking which may occur with an appropriate transverse distribution
of Mach number. Such a condition is amenable to analytical treatment under simplified
circumstances, but has not been encountered in experimental tests carried out so far.
This development is restricted to symmetric jet mixing in which the high
speed jet is located on the axis of the channel and no provision is made for blowing or
suction along the channel walls. The variation in channel geometry along the axis is
assumed gradual, so that wall curvature is neglected and, on all planes normal to the
axis, the pressure is assumed uniform.
In most calculations performed with this method to date, the velocity distri-
bution at the nozzle exit plane was assumed to be rectangular, i.e., the wall boundary
layer has been assumed to have zero thickness at that point; the initial thickness of the
jet-secondary stream shear layer has also been assumed to be zero. This requirement
is not necessary, however, and in general any initial distribution of velocity in the initial
plane is permissible, under the assumption that pressure distribution across the plane
is uniform.
Although previous work (1) has amply demonstrated that integral methods
are capable of predicting symmetric jet mixing of compressible flow in jets, the finite
difference method has been chosen for this problem. The finite difference method has
9
advantagesrelative to the integral method of much greater flexibility in allowable flow
inlet conditions, and wall boundary conditions, e.g., the use of wall jets or wall suction.
Further the finite difference method offers the considerable advantage of mathematical
precision in determining the overall consequences of any particular physical hypothesis
regarding the shear stress distribution. With the integral method, the mathematical
approximation due to the formation of integrals may contribute uncertainty in flow
prediction in addition to the uncertainty introduced by a lack of precise physical
knowledge. Thus, in developing a model to handle a certain class of flows, it is
advantageous to have a method which is relatively precise mathematically, so that the
effects of physical uncertainties may be assessed relatively clearly. The finite differ-
ence method is however, quite costly in its requirement for computer time. Further,
as experience has shown, considerable care is required in adjusting the computation
grid such that spacings are appropriately small in the region of the wall, and in any
part of the flow where velocity gradients are quite large.
3.2 Basic Conservation Equations
In stream-wise coordinates, the momentum and energy equations (2) for the
plane two-dimensional flow are:
u 8u l_x u 8"r
8---x"= - -_ + 8 Cs (I)
u u&_q_+
8 x - _ dx 8_ s -_- (2)
8 fi .2 0_ O-_ 2
- (ov)' u' - (3)= 8y
in which fi is the velocity component in the x or principal flow direction, t) is the static
pressure, _ the density and T is the temperature of the fluid. Using the eddy
viscosity assumption, the mean average shear stress and heat transfer are defined by:
= 8 y 8--7 (4)
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in which E
e 8T
q = [{ 8T C (pv)' T' = ([{ + ) 8y (5)8 y p rt
is the kinematic eddy viscosity.
In developing the finite difference solution to this problem, the stream-wise
coordinate system was attractive, not only in terms of the simplicity of the governing
equations but also for possible development as a design procedure, in which the flow
field pressure distribution could be specified and the required wall geometry determined,
non-interatively, once the solution is obtained in stream coordinates. However, the
difficulty with the stream wise coordinate is that it introduces a singularity in the
governing equations in the vicinity of the wall. Given the definition of the stream
function,
8¢ S __
-- = pu (6)8y
it can be seen that the gradient
w
8 u 1 8_
8 @s _ 8 y (7)
becomes undefined at the wall where the value of _ approaches zero.
can be removed as Denny ( 3)has shown by using the transformation
8¢2 = _ _.__L_- _ 8 u _ _ • 8_
_" ' 8y _- , and _) 2¢ 8 ¢
The singularity
(8)
instead of conventional stream function definition
8 _ is finite and higher derivativesin which case the limiting value of the gradient 8--_
also exist. With this transformation then, the equations of motion may be written.
u 8 x - _ dx -_-¢8¢_ p +_E) 2 ¢ 8 Cj (9)
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Prt "
+ ( p _E ) ( 2"7" _)@ } (10}
where _ is now the transformed quantity according to Denney (3). The transformation
of these equations is shown in Appendix A.
3.3 Dimensionless Groups
Before solution of the finite-difference method, these equations are made
dimensionless by the following steps.
The velocity u is normalized by dividing by the jet centerline velocity uo.
Also a reference Mach number is defined by:
u
O
Mir - (11)
_J _/RT o
in which T O is a reference temperature and T is the specific heat ratio.
less temperature parameter is defined by:
00 = T -T
wr o
A dimension-
(12)
in which Twr is a second arbitrary reference temperature.
The fluid properties variables are made dimensionless by defining:
k* = T
p C
po
p - _oCpo
ro k
0
EE =
v
0
Po
(13)
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in which k o, Cpo, #o' and Po are fluid properties at reference values of pressure and
!
temperature and _o' = Po Vo"
In the program the reference values of temperature are
T = 520°R
J
_ d
O
..... T : -_n°R " '_':.... ...... :' _: ' ....... :: -
wr
and the reference fluid properties are evaluated at 520°R and 2115 psf.
The coordinate variables are transformed to:
U X
O
V ' " " "
O
(14)
q% o
Then in dimensionless form the equations of motion become:
(15)
au 1 dp+ u a |
r-
u_-" = - 2 p-"-'_d X 2 _b* 0 _b* [(/_* + Ep*) P*u 8u t2_b* 8 ¢* (16)
U
8 O) CLU% _ + .
8X 2 p* dX 2 _b*
• /
o¢* ( "P-rro Ep* C* ,]
+ p_ p*u 8 0
Prt "2_b* 8
2
p*u 8u
_* +Ep* ). (___• (17)
in which
(I/- 1) M 2 u2if -, o
= - (18)
eL Twr 1 Cp°(Twr'T°)
W _ :
O
The turbulent Prandtl number Prt is taken to be 0.9. Neglecting the depend-
ance of the specific heat on temperature, C* = 1.0. The derivative of the dimensionless
P
equations of motion is shown An Appendix A.
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3.4 Evaluation of the Edd_ Viscosity
In general, the eddy viscosity is evaluated by
2 _u
e = _m a y (19)
in which _ m is the mixing length. In two-dimensional jet mixing, values of mixing
length are not well known especially for the region in which the shear zone extends
from wall to wall. In various zones of the flow, the mixing lengths have been
evaluated as follows:
In the shear layer adjacent to the potential core zone of the primary jet
the mixing length is evaluated from
m = 0.08 5 (20)
in which 5 is the shear layer width (including the zone between i1% and 99_c of the
total velocity difference between primary and secondary streams).
For the "fully-rounded" portion of the jet flowing coaxially with a
secondary potential stream, the mixing length has been calculated from
m = O. 108 6 (21)
in which 5 is the half-width of the jet, evaluated from centerline to the point at
which the difference between local and secondary velocity is only l_c of the difference
between centerline and secondary velocity.
In the wall boundary layer, the mixing length has been evaluated from
the lesser of:
m = 0.098 (outer part) (22)
or, using the Van Driest approximation,
_m 0.41 1 -e y (inner part) (23)
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in which f'F---
+ .l__w _Y__
Y = _ p V
(24)
For the region downstream of the point where the jet spreads to inter-
sect the edge of the boundary layer the mixing length is evaluated, as a first
approximation only, from
y 3
-fl---) -0.06 ( --y-tm = Yw 0.14- 0.08 ( .Vw )W .$
(25)
which is due to Nikuradse and is cited by Schlichting (4) for fully developed flow in
round tubes. Near the wall (y = yw ) the mixing length is evaluated by the Van
Driest approximation cited earlier, provided the local mixing length so calculated is
less than that given by the Nikuradse formula.
3.5 Boundary Conditions
are:
With prescribed wall geometry the boundary conditions at the outer wall
Y = Yw (x)
@* = const.
a0
= 0
a¢*
u = 0
Along the channel axis of symmetry the boundary conditions are:
y = 0
¢* = 0
_U
= 0
a¢*
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3.6 Finite Difference Procedure
By the finite-difference technique, the derivatives in the differential
equations of motion are replaced by differences either along a streamline between
two neighboring points X and X + AX or normal to it between two neighboring
points ¢* and ¢* + A_b*.
If one takes the velocity field at plane X as completely known then the
velocity field at X + AX may be solved, using the implicit method, from the
finite-difference form of the momentum equation which is of the form
An-1 U2,n + Bn-1 u2, n + 1 + Cn-1 U2, n-1 = Dn-I (26)
th
is the unknown velocity at the n grid point on plane X + AX andin which u2, n
An_l, Bn_l, Cn_l, Dn_ 1 are coefficients containing the mean pressure gradient
between X and X + AX and the velocity and shear stress distributions at plane X.
As shown in the derivation in reference (5) and Appendix B, the co-
efficients in the finite difference form of the momentum equation are evaluated from:
An_ 1 = Y8 + Y9 + _-_ (27)
Bn_ 1 = - Y8 (28)
in which,
Cn_ I = - Y9 (29)
1 dP dP + I__I_I_I_I_I_I_I__L (30)
Dn-] = 4 p* + d'-X-- 1/ AXI,n m= 2 m=
S + Su,_
Y8 = _ ( n+l n ) (31)
2 ¢*n A¢ 1 S 1
S +
Y9 = Ul,n ( n Sn-1 (32)
2 ¢*n A¢2 Sl )
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S! = A ¢1 4 A¢2 (33)
'A_b 2= ¢*n ¢*n-1 ' A¢I = _b*n + 1 - Cn (34)
p* +E@*) p*u (35)S = ( 2¢*
In a similar way _5',_ the energy equation can be written in the finite difference form:
i
+ 02, + C 02, = (36)An-1 02,n Bn-1 n+ 1 n-1 n-1 Dn-l
' i
where,
Ul, n
An_ 1 = Y8' + Y9' + A X (37)
Bn_ 1 = -Y8' (38)
Cn_ ! = -Y9'
Ul, n + +
Dn-I = AX 4 p*l,n m=I =
+ 2'_* ' 2(u2, n+l -U2,n)+Rt (U2,n-U2, n-1
2
(39)
(40)
YS'
Y9' =
2 ¢*n
- [k,Q = p ro
_Qn+ 1 + Qn 1! A ¢1 Sl
"W
rQn + Qn-1
A _b2 SI
k
+ Ep*
9rt
(41)
(42)
(43)
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and
A ¢I
R1 = A.!J2(A_b2+ A¢I) (44)
A¢ 2
R2 = (45)
A¢l {A¢2 + A¢I)
The relationship between the x-¢ coordinates, and the physical plane in
finite difference form, for any n, becomes,
n n-I
Finally the property relation becomes:
p* L 2
Ul,n 1,n m
E2, =n 2C*
*2 *2 ](C n - Cn l) 2
]
V Ul,n+ 1 - Ul,n-11
(46)
(47)
For a set of N C-lines and known boundary conditions, Equations (26)
and (36) each provide a set of N-2 conditions to solve for the unknown velocities and
temperatures. Each set of equations can be solved simultaneously if the pressure
gradient is known or assumed. For calculation of flow between fixed channel walls,
the pressure gradient is assumed and the velocities determined; then the location of
the outer boundary is calculated from successive use of equation (46) across all N
grid lines. If the calculated value of the outer boundary location does not agree
satisfactorily with the actual wall geometry, a new value of the pressure gradient
is chosen.
Since each set of equations can be represented by a tridiagonal matrix
of coefficients, the Thomas Algorithm (5) is employed for speedy solution as shown
in Appendix C which describes the solution procedure.
The structure of the computer program is given in Appendix D.
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Section 4
TEST PROGRAM
A two-dimensional experimental rig was designed, fabricated, and installed
in our laboratory. The purpose of the experimental work was to obtain test data for
verification and adjustment of the computer analysis. The experimental program is
described in this section.
4.1 Experimental Apparatus
4.1.1 Two-Dimensional Ejector
The two-dimensional ejector consisted of a slot type primary nozzle and a
two-dimensional mixing section. The arrangement of the ejector system is shown on
Figure 1.
A picture of the primary nozzle is shown on Figure 2. The discharge slot
is 0. 1215" + . 0005" by 8.00" with rounded corners. The side walls are quarter inch
w
carbon steel and four internal supports are included to prevent widening of the discharge
slot when the nozzle is pressurized, Dia! indicator measurements show that the slot
opened up by about 0. 0008 inches in the center of the nozzle, about. 0004" at the
quarter width location and zero near th e ends of the slot. This is equivalent to an
increase in nozzle slot area of 0.33% when pressurized. Stagnation pressure measure-
ments were made with a kiel probe from side to side in the nozzle discharge and were
found to be uniform across the 8" width of the slot. The primary nozzle is positioned
in the mixing section (see Figure 1 and Figure 3) so that the primary flow is discharged
along the centerline of the straight symmetrical mixing section.
The mixing section as shown on Figure 1 consists of a rectangular variabIe
area channel formed by two identically contoured aluminum plates and two flat side
plates. The pictures in Figures 3 and 4 show two views of the mixing section. The
two contoured plates can be positioned in two symmetrical locations about the center-
line to form the two channels tested (throat heights of 1.25" and 1. 875"). The width
of the mixing section is 8.00" for the full length. The variation of channel height with
distance from the nozzle discharge is given on Table 1 for the 1. 875 throat mixing
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section. The geometry for the 1.25" throat height is obtained by subtracting 0.312"
from each y value. Three plexiglass windows are installed along each side of the
mixing section so the tufts of wool mounted inside can be observed for indications of
flow separations and unsteadiness.
The screened mixing section inlet is shown on Figure 5. Initial tests with-
out the extended inlet showed that highly swirling corner vortices were formed in the
four corners of the bellmouth and extended into the test section. The extended inlet
eliminated the corner vortices and improved the stability of the ejector flow and static
pressures. The extended inlet shown on Figure 5 was used for all ejector tests.
4.1.2 Facilities for Ejector Tests
The schematic of the ejector test facilities on Figure 6 shows the three
required subsystems needed for operation, control and measurement of the ejector:
@
Primary Flow System
Mixed Flow System
Boundary Layer Suction System
The primary air flow is supplied by a 900 SCFM oil free screw compressor
at 100 psig and an equilibrium operating temperature between 180°F and 240°F. The
primary air flow rate and pressure are controlled by a manual pressure regulator and
bleed valve. The mass flow is measured by a standard 3 inch Danial orifice system.
The air flow is delivered to the primary nozzle through a flexible hose.
The mixed flow system consists of a plenum chamber, an 8" orifice
system and a throttle valve. Four different operating flow rate, s are achieved by the
following equipment combinations.
1. Maximum Flow Rate -
2. First Reduced Flow Rate-
3. Second Reduced Flow Rate -
4. Lowest Flow Rate -
Mixed flow discharges directly into
laboratory from mixing section.
The plenum is connected to the mixing
section discharge.
The orifice is connected to the plenum.
The throttle valve is partially closed.
2O
Orifice flow rates are obtained only for the two lowest flow rate conditions. Figure 7
and 8 show most of the experimental ejector installation. The large rectangular box
connected to the mixing section by the large black flexible hose is the main plenum.
The 8" orifice is not visible in the picture.
The suction system removes the boundary layer flow from each of the four
corners of the mixing section to prevent wall boundary layer separation in the ejector.
The pictures in Figures 7 and 8 show three 3/4 inch tubes connected to each corner of
the mixing section. These 12 tubes collect the boundary layer flow from the corner
suction slots which are 0.060 inches wide and are machined into the sides of the
contoured plates (See figures 9 and 10). The four tubes at one X location are connected
to a single large tube under the mounting table. The three large tubes are each
connected to a large tank plenum through a separate throttle valve. A Roots blower
draws the air through the suction system and through a three inch orifice system. The
suction system is capable of removing about 1% to 2% of the mixing section flow rate.
During the operation of the ejector rig, the boundary layer suction system was
necessary to prevent flow separation in the mixing section diffuser. The presence of
separation was easily observed from the violently flopping tufts, the large fluctuation
in wall static pressures and audible pulsations. The operation of the suction system
drastically reduced these symptoms.
The ejector system was operated by starting the primary air flow at low
pressure and flow rate. The suction was turned on and then the primary pressure
was increased to the desired test conditions. The large mixing section (1. 875"
throat height) was operated at 21 psig without separation in the mixing section. The
small mixing section (1.25" throat height) could not be operated over 20 psig without
separation for the high flow condition. The tests with the small mixing were therefore
run at 17 psig.
4.2 Instrumentation and Data Reduction
4.2.1 Instrumentation
The following instrumentation was included on the test rig.
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Primary Flow System
Flow Rate - Standard 3" orifice system
Nozzle Pressure - Pressure gage accurate to +. 25 psig
Nozzle Temperature - Thermocouple with digital readout
Mixed Flow System
Flow Rate-
Static Pressures-
Traverse Data -
8" orifice system for two lowest flow rate conditions
Wall static pressures down the center of the mixing
section and some at other locations (see Figures 9
and 10). Manometers were used for measurement.
Stagnation pressure and temperature profiles were
measured at up to 9 axial locations using a kiel temper-
ature probe, a pressure transducer and direct digital
readout, and a temperature direct digital readout
(see Figure 8).
Suction Flow System
Flow Rate- 3" orifice system
Suction Pressure- a mercury manometer
4.2.2 Data Reduction Procedures
Three types of data reduction calculations were needed in this program:
o
Standard orifice calculations
velocity profile calculations
integration of velocity profiles to calculate flow rate
The orifice calculations were carried out using standard orifice equations and ASME
orifice coefficients. The velocity profiles were calculated from the well known
compressible flow relationships between Mach number and the ratio of stagnation
pressure to static pressure that can be found in most fluid mechanics text books. The
local velocity is calculated from the Mach number and the local speed of sound which
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is dependenton the local static temperature. The static temperature is calculated from
the measured stagnation temperature profiles and the compressible flow relation be-
tween temperature ratio and Mach number.
To calculate an integrated mass flow rate for each traverse location a time
sharing data reduction computer program was written to integrate the product of local
velocity and local density over a two-dimensional section of unit width. The program
also calculated the "mass-momentum" stagnation pressure at each traverse section
using the equations presented on page52 and 53 of reference 6. The mass-momentum
method determines the flow conditions for a uniform velocity profile which has the same
integrated values of mass flow rate, momentum, and energy as the non-uniform velocity
profile actually present.
4.2.3 Experimental Uncertainty
Orifice Calculations
The techniques presented in reference 7 were applied to the primary flow
orifice calculations and the mixed flow orifice calculations. The following uncertainty
results were obtained:
Orifice Nozzle Pressure Uncertainty
Primary 17.0 and 21 + 0.8%
Mixed slightly above
atmospheric + 1.3%
Static Pressures
Uncertainty in the wall static pressures mainly occurs because of un-
steadiness in the manometer liquid columns caused by unsteadiness in the flow. The
lowest flow rate condition which had the most system resistance downstream of the
mixing section had a wall static pressure unsteadiness of about +3/8 inches of water.
The amount of unsteadiness increased as the flow rate was increased by removing
system resistance. For the unrestricted maximum flow rate condition the wall static
pressure unsteadiness was + 2.0 inches of water. These values are also a measure
of the uncertainty.
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Integrated Mass Flow Rate
The mass flow rate calculated by integrating the results of the stagnation
pressure and temperature traverses is influenced by many items and is therefore
very difficult to estimate. The following items all contribute to the uncertainty in
integrated mass flow rate:
1. unsteady wall static pressures °
2. unsteady traverse stagnation pressures
3. instrument accuracy of the pressure transducer and digital readout
4. inaccuracies due to the effect of steep velocity gradients on sensed
pressure
5. inaccuracies due to probe effect near the mixing section Walls
6. inaccuracy in probe position
7. assumptions and inaccuracies associated with the data reduction
computer program
8. data recording errors or computer data input errors
9. errors caused by loose connections in the pneumatic sensing tube
between the probe and the transducer
10. Non-two-dimensional flow distribution across the width of the 8 inch
mixing section.
: (:. , , -
All of these effects could combine to give both a + uncertainty band and a fixed error
shift.
One measure of the uncertainty due to these effects is obtained from the
limits of individual integrated mass flows for each test run. These values are listed
on Table 2 for all of the test runs with traverse data. The results presented on
Table 2 show an average variation of + 3.6% and -2.8% or a total spread of 6.4%.
These values only include the effect of variable uncertainty and exclude the uncertainty
due to probe errors in steep gradients and near walls and integration assumptions.
Both of the excluded errors probably cause the intergrated mass flows to be too large
because the probe tends to measure too high near the wall and the integration program
neglects wall boundary layers.
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From the above discussion itis concluded that the average integrated mass
flow rates may have a fixed error of +1% to 2% and an uncertainty of about_+3% to _+4%.
4.3 Test Results
A total of eleven ejector tests were carried out on two mixing section con-
figurations (1.25" and 1.875 I' throat height). The data presented in this report falls
i nto the following categories:
Test Conditions and Mass Flows
Static Pressures
Centerline Velocities and Temperatures
Velocity Profiles
Temperature Profiles
Eddy viscosity Sensitivity
Flow Rate Sensitivity
Table 3 shows which figures and tables show the data for each test run. Most of the
figures and tables present both test data and comparative analytical results. The
comparisons will be discussed in section 5.0.
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Section 5
COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Test Conditions and Mass Flows
Table 4 presents a tabulation of the measured nozzle conditions, the inte-
grated mass flow rate from the measured pressure and temperature profiles, and the
integrated "mass momentum" stagnation pressure.
The nozzle mass flow rate was calculated from standard orifice readings
which were shown in section 4.2.3 to have an uncertainty of about +0.8%. Using the
orifice flow rate, the nozzle pressure, the nozzle temperature, and the nozzle discharge
area, a nozzle discharge coefficient (CN) was calculated for each test run. These values
all fall within a range of +0. 007 and -0. 0085 around an average of 0.973 which is con-
sistent with the calculated uncertainty. If there were no error in the nozzle calculations
all of the C N values would be identical. From these results it is safe to assume that
the listed nozzle flow rates are accurate to at least +1%.
m
The tabulated mixing section flow rates were calculated as described in
section 4.2.2 by integrating the measured pressure and temperature profiles. As
described in section 4.2.3, these results probably have a fixed error of between +1%
and +2% and an uncertainty of between +3% and +4%. Table 5 presents a comparison
between three separate mass flow determinations:
• integrated from traverse data
• measured by orifice
• computer mass flow giving the best wall static pressure
comparison
Only 4 of the tests could be measured with the large orifice, but all of these four tests
agree with the computer mass flow within +0.9% as shown on table 5. Section 4.2.3
shows that the expected uncertainty in orifice mass flow is about +1.3% making it much
more accurate than the integrated traverse values. The wall static pressures are in
fact a function of the average mass flow represented by the orifice value rather than a
local velocity profile down the center of the two--dimensional mixing section. This is
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true becausethe mixing section flow patterns cannot support a side-to-side pressure
gradient along the 8 inch width of the mixing section which was verified by test measure-
ments. Therefore it is concludedthat the measured orifice mass flows andthe computer
mass flow for best match of wall static pressures are the correct mass flow values.
The integrated mass flows are in error and in some cases inconsistent. Table 5 shows
that the integrated mass flow values spread over a range of -2.9% to +6.4% around the
computer determined value. Figures 11 and 12 show all of the mass flow values on
Table 5 plotted versus the mixing section throat static pressure. Figure 11 for Runs
1-5 shows the good agreement between computer analytical mass flows and orifice mass
flows and shows the wide scatter of integrated traverse mass flows. Figure 12 for Runs
6-10 again shows good agreement between analytical and orifice values and this time
shows a consistent trend of integrated traverse mass flows which are now offset by
about +3.2% on a line parallel to the other more accurate mass flow values.
The "mass-momentum" stagnation pressure listed on table 4 suffers from
the same inaccuracies as the integrated mass flow rate discussed above. The plotting
of mass-momentum stagnation pressure versus mass flow will therefore show some
discrepancies.
5.2 Mixin_ Section Wall Static Pressure Variation
The wall static pressure distributions are shown on Figures 13 and 14 and
Table 6 as specified on Table 3. Runs 4, 8, and 11 on Table 6 were extra tests for
which no analytical solutions were obtained. Test Run 11 was a repeat of test Run 9
and gives results that are essentially the same.
Figures 13 and 14 show there is a good comparison between experimental
wall static pressures (shown as data points) and the analytical static pressures (solid
lines) at essentially the same mass flow (see discussion in section 5.1). The analytical
results have assumed that the mixing length constant in equation 20 is 0.08 and in
equation 21 is 0. 108. These values influence the mixing process through the eddy
viscosity. The influence on wall pressures is relatively minor as will be discussed in
section 5.5 where these values are varied over a reasonable range. The comparison
between test and analytical values is generally excellent. Both the data and analytical
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results show changes in shape at points where the geometry changes. The two areas
where some disagreement occurs is in the entrance region and in the last half of the
diffuser.
The difference in the bellmouth section occurs because the analytical
program calculates a centerline static pressure and assumes the static pressure con-
stant at each x distance from the nozzle discharge whereas the experimental data are
wall static pressures and can be influenced by curving streamlines. At x = 0 the bell-
mouth walls still have a significant curvature which causes flow streamline curvature
in this region. The result is a reduced wall static pressure and an elevated centerline
static pressure. Between 1 and 2 inches downstream of the nozzle discharge the wall
curvature is reduced to very small values and the data and analytical results agree very
closely.
The second area where minor differences occur is in the last half of the
diffuser for the higher flow rate test runs. The reason for this difference could be an
underestimation of the pressure losses due to wall friction, mixing, and diffusion.
Substantiation of this can be seen by comparing the slope of the pressure data to the
analytical results in the constant area throat section between 8 and 11 inches. For the
low flow rate Runs 2, 6 and 7 where the slopes are essentially equal, the test and
analytical diffuser wall pressures are almost identical. For the other runs the test
data slope between 8 and 11 inches is always more negative than the analytical results.
For frictionless uniform flow in a short constant area duct, the static pressures would
be equal all along the duct. For frictionless non-uniform flow in a short constant area
duct the static pressure can increase as mixing takes place. For non-uniform flow in a
constant area duct with friction, the static pressure will tend to decrease along the duct
and the slope will become less positive or more negative as flow rate (and therefore
losses} increases. From these observations, it would appear that the flow dependent
losses for the analytical solution may be underestimated in the constant area and
diffusing sections. This may be the cause of the difference between the test and
analytical wall static pressures in the diffuser section.
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5.3 Centerline Ve!ocity and Temperature Variations
Figures 15 and 16 present the variation of maximum velocity and maximum
temperature as a function of distance from the nozzle discharge. The temperature
comparison is generally good for all test runs. The velocity comparison is also good.
However the experimental maximum velocities tend to be higher than the analytical
values in the first 4 inches downstream of the nozzle discharge. In the throat section
and diffuser, the experimental values tend to be lower than the analytical values. In
general the comparisons are very good. Differences may occur due to the eddy viscosity
and mixing length distributions assumed (see section 3.4) or due to measurement in-
accuracies.
5.4 Velocity Profiles and Temperature Profiles
A total of 45 sets of traverse measurements were taken during the experi-
mental test program. Table 3 shows the figure numbers that present the comparison
of the test data and analytical results for each test run. These results are presented
on Figures 17 through 26.
In general the comparison of profile shape and velocity magnitude is very
good between the analytical and experimental profiles. The comparisons for Runs 6
through 10 (Figures 21-24) match very closely. The only differences that are notice-
able are that the experimental velocity profiles within 5.0 inches of the nozzle discharge
are off center by about 0_.025 '' and slightly higher in maximum velocity than the corres-
poinding analytical velocities. The nonsymmetry has disappeared for all traverses at
distances greater than 5 inches. The good match of velocity profiles for Runs 6 through
i0 goes along with the good comparison of static pressures and the consistent trend in
integrated traverse mass flow rate discussed previously.
The comparison of experimental and analytical velocity and temperatures is
not as good for Runs 1 through 5 as it was for Runs 6 through 10. The comparisons are
also not as consistent from run to run which also coincides with some of the static
pressure and mass flow differences noted previously for these runs. The following
observations apply only to Runs 1 through 5.
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° The experimental jet is off center by about 0.057" but the
non-symmetry has disappeared for profiles at distances
of greater than 5.0".
. For x of 3.0" or less the peak experimental velocities
are greater than the analytical values for Run 3 and
Run 2 and are slightly less for Runs 1 and 5.
. The spread width of the velocity profiles compares very
well at distances from the nozzle of 7.0 inches or less.
For distances between 7 inches and 16 inches, the
experimental profiles tend to spread faster and have a
flatter profile.
. The experimental temperature profiles in Figure 25 are
spread significantly more than the analytical values at
x = 3.0" and x -- 10.5", the only two profiles plotted.
5. The comparisons for Run i are better than for the other
runs for the 1.25" throat mixing section.
Both sets of data (for the 1.25" and 1. 875" throat height) were calculated
using the same eddy viscosity assumptions for mixing (0.08 for eq. 20, 0. 108 for
eq. 21). The test Runs 6 through 10 have lower average throat Mach numbers (. 39 to
• 52), slightly higher primary nozzle velocities, higher wall static pressures, and
larger mixing section dimensions. The eddy viscosity assumptions may be more suit-
able for these operating conditions than for those of test Runs 1 through 5. In any
event, the agreemeat between experimental and analytical results is better for the
Runs 6 through 10.
5.5 Sensitivity of Computer Analysis
The sensitivity of the computer analysis to changes in eddy viscosity and
flow rate were investigated to obtain a measure of the amount of performance change
that can result from small changes in assumed values.
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5.5.1 Eddy Viscosity
The results for the eddy viscosity changes are shown on Figures 27, 28, and
29. The eddy viscosity is directly proportional to the square of the mixing length
according to equation 19. The changes in mixing length were confined to the mixing
region prior to the point where the jet mixing reaches the developing wall boundary
layer. In this region the mixing length is defined by equations 20 and 21 as a constant
times a mixing zone dimension (see section 3.4)
Equation 20 is used to calculate the mixing length in the region close to the
nozzle discharge where the primary jet still has a flat potential core (probably confined
to the first 0.5 'v to 1.0" of mixing}. Most of the calculations have been carried out
using a constant of 0.08 in equation 20. For the results presented in this section the
comparative runs were made with the constant equal to 0.094 which gives about a 38%
increase in eddy viscosity in this small region.
Equation 21 is used to calculate the mixing length in the region where the
primary jet is "fully rounded" but has not intersected with the wall boundary layer.
This region extends for about 4" to 6" into the mixing section for the 1.25" throat con-
figuration and extends for about 6" to 8" for the 1.875" throat configuration. Most of
the calculations have been carried out using a constant of 0.108 in equation 21. For the
results presented in this section, the comparative runs were made with a constant equal
to 0.120 which gives about a 23% increase in eddy viscosity.
The velocity and temperature results shown on Figures 28 and 29 for Runs
3 and 6 show that the amount of mixing increases with eddy viscosity. This results in
reduced centerline velocities, increased velocities near the walls and increased wall
static pressures (see Figure 27). All of the changes are small.
The effect of mixing length changes in the rest of the mixing section as
defined by equation 25 was not investigated but it is expected that the results would be
similar. Section 3.4 points out that equation 25 was obtained by Nikuradse for fully
developed flow in round tubes and should be considered to give only approximate results.
Changes in this equatiUn could provide a better match of static pressures for some of
the high flow test runs as discussed in Section 5.2.
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5.5.2 Flow Rate
Figure 27 shows the effect on wall static pressures of a 2, 2% change in
total mass flow for Runs 3 and 6. The wall pressure decrease as flow rate is increased
is about double for Run 3 as compared to Run 6. The reason for this is that the average
Mach number for Run 3 (1.25" throat) is larger than for Run 6 (1.875" throat) even
though the Run 6 mass flow is larger. Figure 30 shows the influence of throat Mach
number on throat static pressure level. The local slope of this line indicates the rate
of change of throat pressure with Mach number. Run 6 happens to be the lowest Mach
number test run and Run 3 has one of the largest Mach numbers. A 'comparison of the
local slopes for Run 3 and Run 6 on Figure 30 gives results consistent with Figure 27.
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Section 6
CONCLUSIONS
The finitedifference computer analysis developed to analyze
two-dimensional co-axial slot ejectors with variable area
mixing sections predicts the performance of the experimental
configurations tested under this program very closely.
The analytical and experimental results compared are at
essentially the same flow rate within the accuracy of our
measurements. The correct mixing section mass flow
rates for each test are best represented by the orifice
measured values and the computer analytical mass flow
for best comparison of measured wall static pressures.
These two values agree within + 0.9%. The integrated
traverse mass flows are less accurate and range between
-2.9% and 6.4% of the other values.
The experimental and analytical wall static pressure distributions
agree within I or 2 inches of water over most of the mixing
section for most of the test runs.
The experimental and analytical velocity profiles compare
very well in both velocity level and amount of jet spread due
to mixing.
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Appendix A
BASIC EQUATIONSOF MOTION
The momentum and energy equationsas shownin equations 1 and 2 in the
main text canbe transformed to the x-¢2 coordinates according to Denny(3) by the
following steps.
then:
Momentum Equation:
The stream function transformation is defined by:
: \
_,_2_ _u )-_---= _._
8--y- - 8y 2_._
au a_L o3 _ a
n
Oy 8y a@ 2@ 8 @
(A- i)
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The third term of the momentum equation becomes:
- aj_/._= -_ aT_ _ a
u a_s 2-_- 0"-'_- 2_ a---F
(A-3)
(A-4)
The substitution of equation A-4 into equation I of the main text results in
equation 9 of the main text.
Energy Equation
The third term of the energy equation (equation 2) is transformed as follows:
- I'_ -P-C-P_ 8"_] (A-5)__ _ a,:l. u a + )__
8 _s 2_ 8 _ = _ 8@ L Prt
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The substitution of equation A-6 into A-5 completes the transformation of the third term
of the energy equation as shown in equation A-7.
_ -P'_- e -_ 0"T] (A-7)
_S 2_b 8"--_ Prt
The fourth term of the energy equation (equation 2 and 3) is transformed by
substituting equation A-2 into equation 3 as follows:
= ( /_+pE )(____ _._.__o-_2 (A-S)
---" - 2 _ o_-
P P
The substitution of equations(A-7) and (A-8) into equation 2 of the main text results in
equation i0 of the main text.
Dimensionless Momentum Equation
The equations 11 through 15 of the main text define the dimensionless groups
used to non-dimensionalize both the momentum and energy equations.
The first term of the momentum equation (equation 9) is non-dimensional-
ized as follows:
3
- a_ Uo a u (A-9)
u 8x 0X
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follows:
The second term of the momentum equation is non-dimenstonalized as
2
1 d__._= _ _i ( P°U° Uo ) 1 dP
T dx Po 2 ro --_ d_
(A- 10)
3
- u 1 dP
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The third term of the momentum equation is non-dimensionalized as
follows:
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The non-dimensionalized form of the momentum equation (equation 16) is
obtained by substituting equations A-9, A-11, and A-12 into equation 9 of the main text
3
and eliminating the factor (Uo/_ o ) from each term.
Dimensionless Energy Equation
as follows:
The first term of the energy equation (equation 10) is non-dimensionalized
2
_(Cp_) = u° u Cpo(Twr-To) O(C; 0)
_x v aX
0
O,C O,o (A- 13)= u 0X
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The second term of the energy equation is non-dimensionalized as follows:
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The third term of the energy equation is non-dimensionalized as follows:
- E pC c ---
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The fourthterm of the energy equation is non-dimensionalized as follows:
-- 8_ 2
P
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Each of the four terms of the energy equation is then divided by the
(A- 16)
2
u° CP °(Twr-T°) (A- 17)
[ P O
which results in the following combination of quantities in the second and fourth terms
of the energy equation:
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U
O
Cpo(Twr-T o)
which equals C L.
The substitution of equations A-13, A-14, A-15, and A-16 into equation 10,
the division by the quantity in (A-17) and the substitution of C L into the second and fourth
terms results in equation 17 of the main text.
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Appendix B
FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
This Appendix provides the detailed derivations of the finite difference
equivalents of the momentum and energy conservation equations, (16) and (17)
respectively. For convenience the following definitions are introduced:
Q =[pk._* + Prt J _
L ro
and
=5'*+
s L j p*u
These definitions and the assumption that C* = 1.0 permit the momentum and energy
P
equations to be expressed as
8u _ idP+u 8 _ 8__]u a x 2p* dX 2_* a_*
u a x 2p* u_-_ + 2** +2-_-_
(B-l)
(B-2)
Before approximating these equations with finite difference relations a
system of grid lines parallel to the X and _* axes must be introduced. As illustrated
in figure B-1, a nodal point coincides with each intersection of these lines. Lines
parallel to the @* axis are termed m-lines and those parallel to X axis n-lines. Each
node is given a double subscript, the first being the number of the m-line passing
through it, and the second the n-line number.
m=l m=2
(
node 2
m-lines
nodel, 2
Figure B-I
m=3
n=4
n=3
n=2
n-lines
n=l
Definition of Grid Lines for Finite Difference Solution
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The values of the variables on the m=l line are the knowninitial conditions. The
conservation equations express for eachnode on the m=2 line its inter-relation with
other nodeson the m=2 line and nodeson the m=l line. If m=2 line nodes are only
related to nodeswhich lie on the m=l line, the finite difference schemeis termed
explicit. If an m=2 nodeis also related to a number of other m=2 nodes, the scheme is
termed implicit (See figure B-2).
?
t
EXPLICIT IMPLICIT
Figure B- 2
Diagrams of Explicit and Implicit Solutions
The implicit form of finite difference schemes leads to a series of N simultaneous
algebraic equations relating the known initial conditions on the m=l line and the unknown
variables on each of the N nodes on the m=2 line. After solution of these simultaneous
equations, the variables on the m=3 line are expressed in terms of the known values on
the m=2 line. Proceeding in this manner, a solution to the complete flow field is
marched out. Although simpler to program, the explicit scheme shows unstable
characteristics if the m-lines are widely spaced relative to the n-line spacing. Implicit
schemes show much more stable characteristics and therefore allow much larger m-line
spacings, thus reducing computation times. The computer procedure presented in this
report employs •a system of implicit finite difference approximations which are defined
using the notation described in figure B-3.
4O
tn+l
n
n-i --_
_----m-lines
i
\
5X n-lines
X
Figure B-3
Implicit Finite Difference Term Definition
The velocity at nodes n+l and n-1 can be expressed in terms of a Taylor series expanded
about node n, on the same m-line,
+A_I 8 u I (_1)2 O2u IUn+l=Un _-* n + 2 8_'2 n
+ higher order terms (B-3)
Un_ l=u - _2 3u [ + (A_2)2 82u ]
n _ n 2 8_b.2 n
+ higher order terms (B-4)
2u I8
Combining these equations to eliminate I yields,
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n
2 2
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Neglecting terms of the order (A_) and higher, yields
_U I \A_I/Un+l - \A_2/ Un-i - \AT1 A_ 2 n
8_* n = A_2 + A_I
A_1
Defining R 1 = A_2(A_ 2 + A_I)
and
A_ 2
R 2 =
A_ ! (A_ 2 + A_ I)
yields,
I_ = R 2 (Un+ 1 - u n) + R 1 (u n Un_ I)
n
(B-5)
Similarly
@0 I - 0 )= R2 (Sn+l - 8n) + R1 (Sn n-i
n
(B-6)
The second derivative term in the momentum equation is
approximated using the following Taylor series expansions,
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Similarly,
= 1 I(Qn+l + Qn) (0n+ 1 - On )A_I + ^_2 ^_in
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The velocity at a node located at the intersection
of the downstream m-line and any n-line u2, n
in terms of the following Taylor series,
can be expressed
= u I + _u I AX + 82u I (AX) 2
U2,n ,n _X n _ n
+ higher order terms
(B..-u)
Use of the boundary layer equations implies that gradients
in the X-direction are much smaller than those in the_*-direction.
Therefore it is permissible to use a simplier approximation of
the X-direction derivatives.
Neglecting terms of (A_2 and higher yields,
3uI = u2--_n- Ul'n (B-12)
This approximation is termed "backward-difference"
Similarly,
_I = e2- n - el, n (_13)
_x_ n AX
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The only terms in the energy and momentum equations which cannot be approximated
dP
using the preceeding equations are those containing the pressure gradient -_-,
Assuming this gradient varies linearly throughout the AX interval yields,
_"g - 2 + d--_-"
m=l m=2
(B- 14)
Momentum Equatio n
Ul,n
Combining equations (B-l), (B-9), (B- 12) and (B- 14) yields
AX 4P*l, n Lm=l d'-X'm= 2 2¢* n '{ + z_ 2
Sn+l+ S n) (U2_n+ 1- u2, n)Z_¢l
This equation can be expressed in the form
(Sn + Sn-l) (u2, n- U2, n-1)]-I
_2 J
An-lU2,n+Bn-lU2,n+l + Cn_ 1 U2,n-1 = Dn_ 1
in which the coefficients are defined by equations 27 through 34 of the main text.
Energy Equation . .:
Combining equations (B-2), (B-5), (B-10), (B-13) and (B-14) yields
(B-15)
(B-I6)
Ul'n(02'n - 01'n)= CL Ul'nSl'n JR2 (U2,n 1 - U2,n ) + Rl(U2in-u2in-1)_AX 2_* +
+ 2¢*----n- ACl ÷ Z_ 2 A@l
(Qn + Qn_l ) (02,n-e2,n_l) ] ./CLUl, n
- J
+ Qn ) (02,n+ l- 02, n)
(B-17)
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This equation canbe expressed in the form
02, + B . 02, 02,n_ 1 = Dn_ 1An-1 " n n-1 n+l + Cn-l" (B-IS)
in which the coefficients are defined by equations 37 through 45 of the main text.
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Appendix C
Solution Procedure
The calculation procedure starts at the upstream flow boundary, where the
values of all flow variables must be known or assumed. Specification of the velocity and
temperature distribution, dimensionless eddy viscosity, duct and nozzle inlet
dimensions, and working fluid, defines all initial conditions.
The known initial conditions, m=l line, are related to the unknown
conditions, m=2 line, by the previously derived equations, and assumed boundary
conditions. These inter-relations form a set of N-2 simultaneous algebraic equations,
where N is the number of n-lines, and the equations are shown in Appendix B. The
resultant matrix of coefficients is tridiagonal in form except for the initial and final rows
which only contain two terms. Rapid, exact solutions to this type of matrix are ob-
tained using the Thomas Algorithm, a successive elimination technique, which is
described in this Appendix.
The solution for the variables on the m=2 line is iterative, because of the
presence of the unknown pressure in the momentum equation. The procedure adopted
was to estimate the pressure gradient, and solve the equations, using the algorithm.
The equations automatically satisfyconservation of mass, momentum, and energy, but
only one pressure gradient yields the correct wall geometry. The duct dimension
corresponding to the estimated pressure gradient was calculated from the m=2 line
variables. The pressure gradient was then incremented by a small percentage of its
initial estimated value, and the calculation process repeated for a new duct dimension.
A third estimate of the pressure gradient was obtained by interpolation between the two
calculated, and the actual duct dimension. In almost all the calculations performed to
date, this value has been acceptably close, within 0.001%, to the actual duct dimension.
If this criterion is not met, a further iteration is applied, and a fourth solution obtained.
The now known variables on the m=2 line become the new m=l line variables
and the procedure is repeated for another set of m=2 line variables. Thus a solution to
the complete flow field is marched out.
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The difference form of the momentum and energy
equation is :
An_ 1 X n + Bn_ 1 Xn+ 1 + Cn_ 1 Xn_ 1 ffiDn_ 1 (C-l)
J
where X is either u or 0. If the number of n-l_ines is N,
there are N-2 equations of the form (I) and two equations
expressing the boundary conditions. The first and the last
equations represent the boundary conditions, which in difference
form along the axis of symmetry are:
_U
3-_* = 0 or u2, 2 ffi u2, 1 (C-2)
and
ffi 0 or 02, 2 2,1
Equations (C-2) and (C-3) can be written in terms of X as follows:
X 1 = X 2 (C-4)
At the duct wall the boundary conditions are
us ffi o (c-5)
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02,N = 02,N_ l .............. , _ _ ! _
Equations (C-5) and (C-6) can be written in terms of X as follows:
(c-6)
xN = K XN_l (c-7)
where K is 0 for the momentum equation and unity for the energy equation. Thus, the
matrix form of the equation (C-I) is shown on the following page (Table C-I).
The second equation is
ClXl+ + = "I
Substituting equation (C-4) into this equation yields:
|
A IX2 + BIX 3 = D 1
(c-9)
(C-lO)
I
where A 1 = C1 + A1
The N th -i equation is
Cn- 2 XN_ 2 + AN_ 2 XN' 1 + BN_ 2 XN : DN_ 2
Substituting equation (C-7)into this equation yields:
!
CN_ 2 XN_ 2 + A N-2 XN-I = DN-2
(C-,l)
(C-12)
where A N-2 = AN-2 + K'BN-2
Thus the N equations (C-8) can be reduced to the N-2 equations shown on Table C-2.
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JY
The Thomas Algorithm
Starting with the first equation, X 2 can be
expressed in terms of X 3. The sec0n @ equation gives X 3 in
terms of X 4. Continuing through all the equations until the
N th -3 equation gives XN_ 2 in terms of _-i" Combining this
with the last equation gives XN_I. Working backwards through
the equations then allows the remaining unknowns to be found.
This procedure is most easily applied by defining the following:
|
W 1 = A 1
D 1
gl = _i
Bn- 1
Qn-1 =
Wn- 1
n = 2,3--- (N- 2) (C-14)
W = A
n n - Cn Qn-i n = 2,3---(N -2)
Cn gn-I
gn = Dn - W
n
n = 2,3--- (N- 2)
Equations (C-13)then reduce to:
XN-I = gN-2 and X n = gn-i - Qn-i Yn+l n=(N-2), (N-3) ,---2
(C-15)
If the values of W, Q and g are calculated in order of in-
creasing n using equations (C-l_, then equations (C-15) can be
used to calculate the values of X in order of decreasing X
starting with _-I" To clarify this procedure, the method
is now used to solve the following four simultaneous equations:
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u!
A 1 B1 0 0
C2 A 2 B 2 0
0 C 3 A 3 B 3 ,L
|
0 0 C4 A 4
i
X 3
X 4 =
!
I
D3 1
I
I
?4j
A1 X2 + B1 X3 = D1
I
W 1 = A 1
B 1
Q1 = _i
D 1
gl = _i
hence X 2 = gl - Q1 X3
A 2 X 3 + B 2 X 4 + C 2 X 2 = D 2
W2 = A2 " C2 Q1
B 2
Q2 =
D2 - C2 gl
g2 = W 1 " " '_'
hence X 3 = g2 - X4 Q2
(c- 16)
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A 3 X 4 + B 3 X 5 + C 3 X 3 = D 3
W2 = A3 - C3 Q2
B 3
Q3 = _33
D3 - C3 g2
g3 =
W 3
hence X 4 = g3 - Q3 x5 (c-17)
!
A 4 X5 + C4 X4 = D4
W4 = A4 - C4 Q3
g4
D4 - C4 g3
W 4
hence X 5 = g4 (c-18)
Substituting in equation (C-16) yields X 3. Equations (C-17) and (C-18) are special
forms of equations (C-15) for N=6 and n=4.
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Appendix D
COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computational procedure consists of a main program, which is divided
into ten sections, and six subroutines. The program Flow Chart is shown on Figure I)-l.
The functions of each section of the main program are as follows:
Section (1): Input and Initialization
(a) Constants which have single, initial value for most applications are defined
with data statements.
(b) The parameters which specify the test conditions are lnputed from data
cards.
(c) Dimensional parts of the data are non-dimensionalized.
Section (2): Initial Profiles Generated
* * *
(a) The initial u, 0, # , p , E, Y, and ¢ distributions are calculated.
(b) The shear layer and wall boundary layer thickness are calculated using a
search technique applied to the m = 1 line velocity profile.
Section (3): Turbulence Model
(a) The dimensionless eddy viscosity, which will subsequently be used in
calculating the variables on the m - 2 line, is calculated from m -- 1
velocity profile and one of the turbulence models detailed in the main
text.
Section (4): Choice of X-Step
(a) The distance between the m = 1 and m = 2 lines is chosen. Initially,
this distance is related to the shear layer width but after this layer
impinges on the wall boundary layer, it becomes a constant fraction of
the duct radius or width.
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jRE__NITIAL_CONDIT_O"_I
_INITIAL+Z_S_S,
[CALL RADIUS r_-J DIP:_ENSIO:,ILESS DUCT l- j. ' r--"-]WTDTH OR ,._D[U5 BASED
iSPECIFIES THE _ ION INPUT D[.CT GEOMETRY
|DISTRIBUTION OF _ I CALL PSI i
INODES IN THE _2" ' _ ' tPROFr...___ ASSIGN VELOCITY &[DIRECTION { CALL TEMPERATURE ON EACH
- _ NODE POINT ACCORDING
CALCULATES THE DIS- _ '' ............ "NDITIONS
CALL YDIS lu J.L_J._,._ _._iTRIBUTION OF NODES IN _ ,- J
Y-PLANE FROM THE _* [I[_ * -ION TEP=NSTEP+II
1DISTRIBU_. ,
YE NS//__
I TM "<_AY
I "7_° I_ALC_TES_ET_ I
W t - ILAYER WIDTH & BOUNDARY I| iC_L LOOK _ LAYER THICKNESS
iCALCULATE EDDY VISCOSITYI
i
[ASSIGN STEP SIZE _X l
ICALCULATES DUCT t .
WIDTH OR RADIUS ,_--_ [CALL RADIQSI
AT THIS NEW _
POSITION [ESTImaTE^PJ
INNER LOOP
CALCULATES VEL. & TEMP. ON
M,,2 LINE
!
ICALCULATEF_ICTIONVELOCITYl
i '|cHEcKsTHe- _ Ic_L MCHEC_IICONSERVATION OF --- •t,',o,'_Ttm t iREPLACE M=I LINE VALUES
WITH M=2 LINE VALUES J
4_ -_CHECKS THE CONSERVATION|
[CALL CHECK_o F MASS & STAGNATION I
_-- [PRINT OUT I_ESErLTSJ t . TEMPERATURE ]
, _ NO _ +
_ES
Figure D- 1
Computer Program Flow Chart
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FLOW CHART - I_iNER LOOP
[FROM MAlt: PROCP.AI_'R]
[SPECIFY THE BOI'_;DARY CONDITIONS I
IIT_.R--I_I?,X=_Ol l
EWUATES"',E'COEFFICieNTSI_ 1THE MO}_ENTUM EQUATION, i.e. A's,
B'S, C's & D's
t
CALL AL
!
EVALUATES THE COEFFICIENTS IN 1
.... THE ENERGY EQUATION
t
l
U(2,J) USING THE THOM.AS
ALGORITHUM J
| CALL CALC |
I
I " 1e *CALCULATES 0 (2,J), U (2,J)FROM T (2,J)
t
ICALLYD_S_ --_ •
YES
ITER>9
I CALCULATES THE VELOCITY
iCA_CULATETST._TE,_ERATU_1(2,J)
CALCUIATES THE DISTRIBUTION
OF NODES IN Y-P_ANE AT
M=2 LINE FROM _--
DISTRIBUTION
NO
lITER = ITER+I
DOES
PRESSURE GRADIENT
YIELD AN
ACCEPTABLE YOUT
NO
ICHX=0
!
l
I TO MAIN PROC, RAMME I
INCREMENT AP _ICHX=2]
CALCULATE NEW ±P lJ
Fi_,re D-1 (cSntinued)
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Section (5): Calculation of Velocity on m = 2 Line
J
(a) The duct radius or width at the m = 2 line, is interpolated from the input
data.
(b) Initially, the m = 2 line pressure gradient is set equal to the average of
the pressure gradients at the previous two m lines.
(c) The distribution of velocity on the m = 2 line is calculated.
Section (6): Calculation of Temperature on m = 2 Line
(a) The distributionof temperature on the m = 2 line, is calculated, and from
itthe distributions of density and molecular viscosity.
Section (7): Pressure Gradient Modification
(a) The position of the nth node, in the y-plane, is calculated from the m = 2
line profiles. If this value is acceptably close to the duct wall, the pressure
is incremented by dp.
(b) Alternatively if this requirement is not satisfied, then an improved
estimate of the pressure gradient is made.
(c) Using this estimate, section 5(c) and section (6) are repeated.
Section (8): Transference
(a) The values of u and 0 calculated on the m = 2 line are transferred to the storage
space previously used for conditions on the m = 1 line, in preparation for the
advance to the next m-line.
Section (9):
(a) The velocity and temperature profiles are printed out at defined intervals,
and several flow variables are printed at every step.
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Section (10): Termination Test
(a) Ifthe maximum x-value has not been reached, execution is returned to
Section (3),in order to advance to the next m-line. The functions of
each sub-routine are as follows:
CALC: This evaluates u and _ using the Thomas algorithm.
RADIUS: The duct shape is inputed to the calculation procedure, through
this routine. Itinterpolates this data and calculates the local
duct radius at every m-line.
TEll: Ifthe dimensionless temperature variation is a known boundary
condition , itis specified in the routine. This routine is redundant
with the present boundary conditions.
YDIS: The position of the grid nodes in the y-plane is calculated with this
routine.
PSI: The position of the grid nodes in the _-plane is assigned in this routine.
The inRial flow conditions determine the form of this routine, i.e.
single stream flow, two-stream and mass ratio.
LOOK: The shear layer and boundary layer width are calculated using a
search technique applied to the m = 1 line velocity profile.
CHECK: This routine checks the conservation of mass and energy.
MCHECK: This routine checks the conservation of momentum between adjacent
m-lines.
PROF: Calculates the initialvelocity and temperature profiles.
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FORTRAN SYMBOLS
A(D
B(1)
BB
BE
BH
BY
CC
c(1)
D(I)
DE L TA
DPI
DP2
DPI1
DX
E(I)
ENERG
FDUCT
FPRIM
GAMA
IF LOW
ITER
J'FLOW
MEANING
A
n-i
B
n-i
Minimum value of step Size AX
Dimensionless jet shear layer inner edge
Dimensionless jet shear layer width,
BY-BE
Dimensionless jet shear layer outer
edge
K
C
n-1
Dn_l
dp_atm= llineat m 2 line
_,at m 0 line
_X
E
N
t=__- 8u P* AY
Mass flow in duct
Mass flow in nozzle
T
Control variable (zero upstream of point
where wall boundary layer and shear layer
meet, otherwise one)
Iteration counter for inner loop
Control variable with the value one for single-
stream flow and two for two-stream flow
6O
FORTRAN SYMBOLS
LVH
LZ
N
NL, NP, NPP, SQP
NJ
NSTEP
NTEST
PAMB
PCUM
PE
PH20
PS(I)
PR
PRT
PSN
PSNJ
RHO(m, I)
RM
RNU
ROREF
RR(I)
T(m, I)
TCLI
TFLOW
MEANrNG ....
Dimensional local velocity head, p u-2/2go
L
m
Total number of node points on each m-line
Control variables for axisymmetric flow NL = 1,
NP = 2, NPP = 0 and SQP = 0.5; and for plane
flow NL = 0, NP = 0, NPP=I and SQP = 1
Number of node points in jet
Number of downstream steps
Test number
Ambient pressure
Local dimensionless pressure
Pressure at nozzle exit plane
Local dimensional pressure
¢
n
P
r
!i
Prt
Total ¢
,
Total ¢
O
M.lr
in the duct
in the jet
_O
Po
Duct width or diameter
0
T.
Total mass, flow rate,
N
I
i=l
p*u AY
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TREF
TSEC
TTP(J)
TTT(J)
TWREF
U(m, I)
UCLI
UPOT
URR
USE
UUU(D
VHEAD
VrS(I)
X
XX
xx(I)
XRO
¥(I)
YJ
YS
W _=
0
Temperature of secondary flow at nozzle exit
plane
Dimensional stagnation temperature at each node,
. --2
T + pu
2g o
T
wr
U
U
0
Velocity at inflection po,,,_
U
Secondary velocity at nozzle exit
U
Reference velocity head, PoUo2/2go
P
X
Di stance from duct inlet at which calculation
ends
Distance from duct inlet at which duct width,
RR(I} are provided
Non-dimensional downstream distance with
respect to the initial duct half width or radius
Y
Half nozzle width or radius at nozzle exit
y+
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Definition of the Input and Output Parameters
Part (a)
sequence:
Card No.
Input data
The input data to the program must be prepared according to the following
Parameters Format
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
SQP, NP, NPP, NL
DPI, DP2, DPII
X, xx
MK
I
PROFE(1), I= i, MK(
NTEST
P01, TOI, PA]V[B, TOO, AMASS1, AMASSO,
RD, YJ
(PS(I), I =
NS
53, 70) I
F5.0, 315
3E13.6
8F10.0
I5
8F10.0
I5
8F10.0
6E13.6
I2
}
(RR(I), I= I, NS) I 8F10.0
(XX(I), I= 1, NS)I 8F10.0
SQP, NP, NPP, NL F5.0, 315
Card 19 is the last card to end the calculation of the Program, on which
NPP must be set a value larger than 1.
Cards 1 through 18 are required for each set of data. For data more than
one set, cards 1 through 18 must be repeated in the same sequence.
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An example of input data for two sets of data are shownon Table A-I. The
input parameters are:
SQP, NP, NPP, NL
DPI, DP2, DPI1
X __
PROFE(1)-
NTEST-
PO1-
TOI-
PAMB
TOO-
AMASS1-
AMASS0-
Control Card for axisymmetric flow
SQP = 0.5, NP = 2, NPP = 0, NL = 1, for plane flow
SQP = 1.0, NP = 0, NPP = 1, NL = 0.
Initial guessed dimensionless pressure gradients on m=l, 2 and
zero lines respectively. The initial guesses of the values of DP1,
DP2, DPI1 at the initial plane may be assumed equal at any plus
or minus dimensionless value of the order of 10-7 to 10-8 .
Distance from duct inlet to nozzle exit plane at which calculation
begins, inches.
Distance from _duct inlet at which calculation stops
A number which indicates the number of velocity and
temperature detail being printed out.
An array contains MK value of downstream positions in inches
where the velocity and temperature detail are required to be
printed out.
Test or Run number identity
Stagnation pressure of the primary flow, psia
Stagnation temperature of the primary flow, °R
Ambient pressure (i. e., stagnation pressure of the secondary
flow), psia
Stagnation temperature of the secondary flow, OR
Primary mass flow rate.
Secondary Mass flow rate.
For axisymmetric flow, lbm/sec.
For plane flow, lbm/seo-in.
Half duct width at nozzle discharge plane, inches
Full jet width, inches, (Outside dimension of nozzle exit)
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PS(I)-
NS-
To take care of the boundary layer problem, the last 18 values to
the wall are required to be specified in the SUBROUTINE PSI.
SUBROUTINE PS(I) already includes the values needed for the
computer calculation. The computer values were selected to
satisfy the following:
(1) grid spacing of the wall should not correspond to a value of
+
y greater than 3.
(2) neighboring grid spacings should not differ in size by more
than 50%.
(3) close spacing is also required in any region away from the
wall where the velocity gradient is large.
Indicates the total number of duct geometry to be read in the
SUBROUTINE RADIUS
RR(I) - An array contains the total number (NS) of duct width, inches
XX(I) - An array contains the total number (NS) of axial downstream
distance, where RR(1) are provided, inches
Part (b) Output Parameters
The first section of the output repeats the most important input data for
different test or run number.
Velocity ratio = initialvelocity of secondary flow
initialvelocity of primary flow
Width ratio = initial duct width
nozzle width
Mass flow ratio = secondary mass flow
primary mass flow
J Indicates node point counting from centerline to wall
Y(J) - Dimensionless Y coordinate with respect to the local half
duct width.
u(J) - Dimensional velocity on Jth node, ft/sec
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TO(J) -
I-
XIN-
X/BO -
B/BO-
PH20 -
UCENT-
TOCENT-
AUGMENT -
USTER -
Dimensional stagnation temperature on Jth node, OF
Print step counter at approximately XIN increases
0.25 inches
downstream distance from nozzle exit plane where
calculation begins, inches
ratio of downstream distance with respect to initial
half duct width.
ratio of the local duct width with respect to initialduct
width.
Local wall staticpressure, 9 inches of water
velocity of the flow at centerline, ft/sec
centerline stagnation temperature of the flow, OF
%r
Local momentum flux, 2 _w P j2 dy , divided
O
by initialjet momentum
Local frictionvelocity, ft/sec
The selection of intervals at which calculations are made is determined by
a subroutine in the computer program. The data is printed out at approximately quarter
inch intervals. The locations where temperature and velocity profiles are printed out
are specified by the user in PROFE(1) described in the input data.
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PROGRAM LISTING
The program listing included in this report is for the program as run on a
CDC/6600. The program was initially developed on an IBM 360/50. The deck is the
one successfully run on the CDC/6600.
The essential changes to the program necessary to recover the IBM 360/50
deck are:
1. Certain variables should be in a real*8 mode
Add
Card
JMX40
YIS20
CHE20
BLC20
LEF20
REAL*8 Y, DABS, DLOG, YB1, YB2
REAL*8 ZY, Y
REA L* 8 Y
REAL*8 Y
REAL*8 Y
Change
Functions ABS( ), and ALOG(
and DLOG( ). These occur in cards
), should be changed to DABS( ,
JMX2710 JMX3750
JMX3030 JMX4340
Card Y!S50 should be Y(1) = 0.0D0
JMX4450
JMX4460
cards
Output Hollerith symbols should be changed from * to
JMX460 JMX660 JMX730
JMX470 JMX700 JMX740
JMX520 JMX710 JMX2090
J1VIX530 JMX720 JMX2110
GEMll0 CHE330 BLC190
GEM120 CHE340 BLC200
Deck characters are BCD,
JlVI:X2120
JM:X5190
JMX5200
JMX5590
These occur in
JMX5640
JMX5650
JMX5660
JMX5670
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Figure I)-9.
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
RUN Vrg_tON Z,_ --PSR LEVEL ZgP--
ooono_
0no0o3
ooooo_
O00ql_
ObOnl_
O000lA
00_1_
ooon37
000039
o0o03_
000041
000041
000_63
000n64
000_4_
O00n_l
000oFt
oooo_
0000_4
PROGRAM NAS(INPHT,0UTPUTtTAPES=INPUTITAPEA=OUTPUT)
_EAL LZ
COMMON NPtSOP_NPPtNL
DI)'EHSION I}(ZeTn )_TTT(?_)_ T(2_70 ),SI(70 )_S2(70 )_S3(70 ),
lPS(70 ),R2(70 ),EIt70 )_PI(70 )_ Y(70 ),E(70 )t
_QH_(?t70)*VIS(Tr),TTR(?0}tAA(70)t 0(70)
I,A(70 ),R(70 )_C(70 )_H(70 )tRBB(70)
4 ,TnLO(2),AUGM(?0)tPROFE(P_)_UJ(70) tYRL(70)
FtX1,Y1)=t(2,/_=4)*(|,**_Xt**_))*e3-YI*XI
• * • SECTION I • • •
JMX
JMX
JMX
JHX
JWX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
c
C
C
C KJ TS A CONTROL VARI4BLE, 1 FOR SINGLE STREAM FLOW WITH INITIAL WAJMX
C ROIINpARY LAYER, 2 FOR 51NGLE STREAM FLOW WITHOUT W,8,L, oR TWO STRJHX
C FLOW WITH A TOP HAT PROFILE JMX
C JMX
C X =oISTANcE Fg_ THE DUct INLET TO NOZZLE EXIT INCHES JMX
C _/S_= U SECONOA_Y (FT/SEC) J_X
c XW=DISTANCE FROM THE DUCT INLET AT wHICH CALCULATIONS _TOP (INCMJHX
C R_t_= REFERENCE VISCOSITY FT/SEC2 dmX
C PF=_=OZZLE EXIT PLANE PRESSURE LBF/FT2 GAUGE J_X
C RnPEF=REFEREN_F DENSITY LPMIFT3 JMX
C FhUCT=TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE (LBM/SEC) JMX
C PP=PRANTL NUMBER JMX
C PPT= TU_RIILENT PRANTL NUMBER JMX
C TwRFF=WALL _EFERENCE TEMPFRATURE DEG_R JMX
C TCLI= JET TEMPFRATURE AT NOZZLE EXIT OEG_R JmX
C YJ= FFFECTIVE HoZZLE EXIT RADIUS(INCHES) JMX
C UCLI =JET VELOCITY AT NOZZLE EXIT FT/SEC JMX
C GAMA=GAS CONSTANT= 1,4 FOR AIR JMX
C R_= REFERENCE _ACH NUMBER JMX
C T_FC=SECOnDARY TEMPERATURE (DEG#R) JMX
C PNFF=REFEnENCE PRESSUq_ LRFIFT_ A JMX
C P_=_M_I_NT PRESSURE LRF/FT_ JMX
C NOIZLE RADIUS I_ INCHES JMX
DATA R_U,RnREF_PREF,GAMA/_OOOISBO_,O763_ZIIS,,|,4/ JMX
OAT& PR.PQT_TRFFiTWREFIo,T*o°g_SZO,O_SbO,OI JMX
nRBR _ONTINUE J_x
READ(Se_OIO) SOP,NP_NPPeNL JMX
n_lo FO_HAT(FS,O_31_} JMX
IFfHPP. I) 737tB3BtBR3 JMX
R3R W_ITP(6,?7q) JMX
pTq rO_AT(IHt_II_I()X**TWO'DIMENSIONAL DUCT FLOW*,/_IhX_• ............ JMX
1 .......... _*//) JMX
TW_EF =540, JMX
CC = .0_ JMx
GO TO 102) JMX
717 WRITE(6,8_9) JMX
R_Q FORMAT(INI./I,IoX_ *AXISYMMETRIC DUCT FLOW*,/tIOX_* ....... ..--- --JMX
1...... i,II) " • " : : _" _ J_X
TW_EF = 560. JMX
CC = ,07 ' JMX
C I_,PuT SECTION jMX
ln_| COHTINUE JMX
5O
6O
1
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
_00
220
_30
2_0
250
_60
270
_RO
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
3RO
39O
40O
620
430
440
450
460
47O
4RO
_90
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
69
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0_005A
U0006A
0000_
00007_
0001n4
000ll?
00012_
00012_
00013_
00013_
000157
0001q7
nEAD(5,7_171 O=l,0PS$0Pll
7P17 FoR_AT(3E13,61
RFA_(5_ 731 X_XX
_FAO(5.37| MK
RF_{5_731 {PR_FE(_)_ImltMK)
REA_(St37) NTEST
37 FOPMAT(I_)
_PTTEI6,3q) NTEST
_q FnRuAT{I/t25Xt_ INPUT OATA
NA5
73
RUN NO. otiS,//)
HFA()(St73) POttTO|tPAM_tTOOtAMASSI_AMASSOtROtYJ
F'_HAT(BFIO.h)
WPITE{6,7) POI_TOI_PAHBtTO_tAMASSI,ANASSOtRDtYJ
JMX 580
JMX 590
JMX _00
JMX 610
JMX bSO
JMX 630
JMXk40
JMX 650
JMX 660
JMX 670
JMX 6RO
JMX bg0
O00P03
000_0_
00020_
000210
000211
OnO_l_
00077_
000_30
000731
000_33
0n073_
000237
000?4_
000P4_
000247
0o0_57
000256
000?6_
000261
000_6_
000_64
00076_
000_6_
on0_7 o
00027_
0_010_
000_1_
000_1_
00U32_
000332
000334
000341
0003_
00034_
000347
000351
00035?
00035_
, 7 FnRMAT()Sx_POI = e. FR.4_ PSIAe_/,15X_eTOI • etFS,4** OEG R_ .JMX
1/+I_X*_PA_ = _,F8,4,_ PSIA*,/tISX._TO0 = e*FB,4* _ OEG. R*_ JMX
_/t}SXt_A_A_SI = ¢)F8,41 a LBMIS-IN,etI_tSXteAMAS_O = *tFB.4te LBMJMX
3/S-I_I.*./,15X*_O(HALF DUCT WIDTH} = **FB.4_* IN.*_/*ISXt*YJ(FULLJMX
& JET WIDTH) m _,Ffl.4t= IN.=./)
IF(NR .E o, 2) AO TO 20nl
A2 = 2._RD -YJ
Gn TO 1201
_001 A? = 3,1416/_.={(2.*RO)*_2-yO_2)
I_01 CnNTINtJE
A_TAR=(AHAsSO/PAMB)*SQ_T{TOO_(53,3/(I,4_32._)))_],Se_3
Y1 = A21A$TAR
Xll = 1.
X_2 • ,03
T_L m ,0001
7EsTI=F(XIItYI)
TE_Ts=F(X2_YI)
pp HALF • (XI_*R_?)/2,
CHFKI=F(HALF_YI)
IFfARSICHEKI).LF.TOL} O0 70 23
TF(_S(TEST1-CHFK1)-ABS(TESTI)} 19,23,29
TE_TSmCHEK|
Gh 70 _2
19 Xll • H_LF
TE_TI•CHEK_
GO TO 22
_ R_ = H^LF
PAl = (POI/PI)ee((GA_A-I)/GAMA)
R_ = SQ_T((PAI -I.)_(_.I(GAMA-|e)))
TCLI = 701/PA|
UCLI • _MtS_RT(t,4_3_,_*$3,3_TCLII
pA?=(pAMB /P])_((GA_A-1.)/GAMA)
u_EC • _QqT{_._,24tllR.13_._*(TOO'TSEC))
PE = (Pl-PAMR)_144,
PAMR= P_R_164,
U,)_ = tJS_C/UCLI
A_ = A_A_SO/AMASSI
YJ = YJ/St
_=70
_TT=N-2
JMX
JMX
JMX
jMX
JMX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JXX
JMX
JXX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JN_
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
jMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
700
710
720
?30
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
10g0
1100
1110
1120
?0
000_g7
O00q60
00_1
0003_
0003_
000364
0001_
00036_
000367
000_7o
000371
00037?
0n037_
00C_74
000_7_
00077_
000377
ooo4on
c
00G401
000404
000406
000407
00_41_
00041_
0004]7
O004Rn
0004_1
000071
000494
00047_
OnO43P
000437
000444
000444
00045_
00045_
000454
o00_
o0D46_
000463
0004_
000471
000474
00047_
000_00
000_0_
000507
000_]n
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NN: N-|
PPFF = _115g
PT = O,
T_! 0(1} = O,
ITF_ =
_Y=a,
[L= 0
JFL_W=2
UQFF = ,001
IURES=o
BH=Oo
PH?O = O,
NSTEP=O
IFLOW = 0
U_g = I*
ICoRE=o
T_LI){_} =0,
DFLTA_0.
- KJz_
UJR=U SECOND_Y/U PRIMARY
oEN=tlCLI/(PA,iRNU)
IF (hP ,EO. 21 GO TO 118
AuASSI = AMASSI_12.
F_tlcT = A_ASSOe12,_ AMASS]
PSN : F_UCTI(_,*RNU*ROREF)
PSNJ=AMASSI /(2.iRNUIg0REF)
FOUCT • PSN
GO TO 117
IIR cONTINUE
YhHT = RD*_**REN
F_tlC T = AMASS] *AMASS0
PSr_ =F_UCT*UCI I/{6._84*RNU*_*ROREF)
P_.j = A_4^SSI*UCLII(6._4*R_IJ**2*RoREF)
FDIICT=FDUCT*UCLI/(RoREF_.]42iYOUTi*_IRNU_*2}
117 cONTINUE
S=ECIFY STREAM FUNCTION DISTRIBUTION
CALL PSI( N_ PSN_Nj_PS,P_NJ)
O0 R J:_*NN
JPI:J+I
J_1=J-I
_I(JI=PStJPI)-P_(J)
_2(J)=RSIJ}-PSIJMI)
S3tJ)=RS(JPl)-P_(JMI)
gl(J)=SI(J)/S2(J}/S3(J)
R2(J):S2(J)/SI(J)/S3(J)
m CONTINUE
q FII) = O,
=X eUCLI/(RNUel_,)
XX=XX_UCLII(RNUel2.)
yJ=YJ*uCLI/(HNLI*i2,|
NAS
J_x
JM x
JMX
J_X
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMX
J_X
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
J_X
JMX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JPX
JMX
JMX
JMx
jMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
jMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMx
1130
1140
llSO
I160
1170
llPO
II@0
1200
1210
I_20
I_30
1240
1_50
1_60
1270
1_0
1_90
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
13&0
1370
13_0
1390
1400
1410
1420
1_25
1430
1440
1450
1660
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1630
1620
1640
lb50
1660
71
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00051? CALL RADIUS(XIYOUTIIIREN)
000_15 YT=YoUT
000_17 NTO=N-3
000571 BL_ND = 4,eYT
C HLFNDING LENGTH IN RAOII
0005_ xRLFND=O,
00fl5_6 XNh:X/YhllT
C *N*TI.LI_ATION nF cONSTANTS
0005P6 IFflI,IR,GT,,9?0tJFLOwm |
000_31 IFCJFLOw.EO,|}NJ=N
000535 IF{JFLOW,EQ,]}cc=O,09
C INITIALISATION nF OPIDX VARIABLES
00054n _ VHrAb:UCLI**2*_nnEFI64,4
000_43 TJn=(TSEC.TCLI)/(TwREF.TCLI)
000547 DNFF=PREF /VHE60
0_05_ PA_R=pAMR /VHEAO
000551 _ClIM=PE/VNEAD
000_5_ NN=N-I
000555 UPP = 1, _
000556
0005&_
00057]
000_7_
000_7_
00057_
000607
00061O
000_1
0006_3
000641
00064_
000667
00{_53
OOn_S3
00066_
00066_
000667
00067n
NAS
C
C
C
C *
C
C
C
• * SECTION 2 • • •
• ;I,JF o: : ; ; ;" "LI.; " " " " " "INI CH RAC ERT TIC AT M=I ,
VFLOCITY ANO TEMPERATURE ON M=| LINE
CALL PROF(u_T_NJ,NpUJRtTJRtKJtUCLI )
CONA=(TWREF-TCLI)/TREF _'
COMR=TCLT/TREF
CO_JF=IBB,71TREF
cOND=I,,cONE , ' "
CONT. =(GAMAmI,).RM ,•2.1(TwREFITCLIWI,} ":_
no 5l I=I,N
RHn()*I)=(PcUM*PAMo}/(POEF•(cONA_T(I,I),cONB)}
QHh(_I)=RHO(I,T}
_I VIK(1)=(T(I_I)*CONA*CONR)•_I,5=COND/(T(I_I}•CONA,CONB,CONE)
C
CALL YDIS(y_PS_nHO_u_N)
_JQ=YOUTIYJ
WnITE(6_105I}
InBi FORHAT(1HI,e ,PgINT out INITIAL VALUES•_//)
W_tTE(_,TP32| I JR,OJR_A_R JMX
7739 Fn_MAT(2ox,=VEtOCITY RATIO = •_FI4,4_/,20X,*WIDTH(DIA) RATIO = •,JNX
C
C
C
GO TO I74_
;N,T;ALI;ATI; E:os joo 2E I:S
tnh CONTINUE
IFI4,6,/_Ox,eMASS FLOW RATIO = •_F14,4_/)
JJK IS THE NUMBE_ OF TME GRID NOOE AT YJ PLUS 2
"JJ_=NJ*2
P_'INT OUT INITIAL VALUE_
JMx
JMX
JMX
,_ • J.M X
" JMX"
JMX
JMX
• • dMX
JMX
JMX
JMX 1670
JMX 1680
JHX 1690
JMX ITo0
JMX 1710
JMx 1720
JMX 1730
JMX 1740
JMx 1750
JMX 1760
JMX 1770
JMX 1780
JMX 1790
JMx 1800
JMX IStO
JMX IH20
dNX IB30-"
JMX'IB60-
JMX 1850
JMX 1860
dNX 1870
J_X 1880
JNX 1890
JNX 1900
JNX 1910
JMX 1920
JMX 1930
JMX 1940
JNX 19_0
J_X 19gO
dMX 197
JMX 19e0
jMX 1990
JM x ZOO0
JMX ZOlO
j_X 2020
JMX 2030
JMX 2040
JMX 2050
JMX 2060
JMX 2070
JMX 20R0
JNX 2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
_140
2150
21_0
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
72
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ooo_7n
00067_
000_7.
000711
000711
000713
O00?Iq
OOnTI?
000?2_
000?2?
0007_1
000??_
00073_
000?37
O0074P
000744
000?5_
000757
00076n
0007_
000764
000?77
OnlO01
00100_
001007
001013
001011
001013
001n44
001_47
C
C
NSTEP=NSTEP*I
CALCULATE FHICTION VELOCITY
IF(NSTEP.EO*I)GO TO 631
NA$
C
C
c
1 '_73
JMX 2220
JMX 2230
JMX 2240
JMX 2250
JMX 2260
JMX 2270
JMX 2280
IFIIFLOW.EO.I)Gh TO 88 JMX 2290
C JMX 2300
CALL LOOK(JJKINN*U*Y,OELTAtBHt_Y,N,CC,|FLOwtXBLENOoYJtB[) JMX 2310
C EVALUATES SHEAR LAYER WIOTH ECte JMX 23_0
C JMX 2330
88 CONTINUE JMX 2340
C JMX 2350
C SECTION 3 INSE_TEO HERE JMX 2360
C • • • SECTION 3 • • • JMX 2370
C JMX 23F0
C • _VALUATE TURnuLENT VI_Ch_ITY USING MIXING LENGT H • JMX 2390
C VERSION FO_ PIPF FLOW (AS PER APRIL |7, |972 ) JMX 2400
C JHx 2410
• IF(IFLO..EO.I}AO TO 77R JMx 2420
|F(JFLOWtE_,I)6_ TO 77R JMX 2430
C JFLOwmI IN_iCATFS A PIPE FLOW JHX 2440
qD£LTAmy(N)-OELT A JMx 2450
INMmO JMX 24&0
AZl • .ogeOELTA JMX 2470
DO 4_ I=Z,NN JMX 2480
lPl=I*I JHX 2490
IMl=I'I JMX 2500
j_2 _ nELusA_St(iI(1,IPI)-U(I,I_I))/U(|_I)) JMX 2510
IF(OELU.LE.. OoIO)GO [0 1360 JMX 2520
IF(Y(I),LT.BE)GO TO 1360 JMX 2530
IFII,E_,2)_O T_ 798 JMX 2540
I_ POINT IS BETWEEN SHEAR LAYER AND W_LL _, L. GO TO 1360 JMX 2550
IF(Y(I_tI).GT.Gy.AND.Y(I|.LT,R_EL_&IGO TO |380 JHX 2560
IF POINT IS IN WALL 8, L. GO TO 13?3 JMX 2570
IF(Y(I).GE.BOELTA)GO TO ]373 JMX 25R0
GO TO 796 JMX 2590
WaLL vISCOSITY JMX 2600
CONTINUE JMX 2610
YSz|Y(N)-Y(I))*I;REF JMX 2620
LZ=O,4i*(I.O-ExP{-ySI26.0))*(Y(N )-¥(I )1 JNx 2630
IF(L_,LT.A/|)INM=INM*I JMX 2640
IFILZ,GT,AZI}LZ=AZI JMX 2bSO
GO TO 76P JMx 2660
E(I)•O* JMX 2670
_O Th 45 JMX 2680
JET VISCOSITY JMX 2690
_q6 LZ=CC •HH JHX 2700
767 E(I)8 ABS((Y(It-Y(IMI))e(U(I*IPlt'UII'It)II(YII_ti'Y(1))* JMX 2710
1 (Y(IPI}-YIIMI)))*(Y(IPIt-YIIII*iU(I_II'U(I_IMI))/({Y(I}-Y(IM|))* JMX 2120
_(Y(IPI)'Y(IMI)}I|•LZeLZ JMX 2730
45 CONTINUE JMX 2740
GO TO 48 JMX 2750
PI_E FLOW MIXING LENGTH JMX 2760
73
on|nS_
90|_51
onlY51
0e3_57
0010_I
O_ln6?
O01_
001n6_
00|07_
0n1_76
001_7_ .4177
001101
OO]IO_
001107
0_1116
O0111A 4173
00113? _14_
0011_
noi14o
oollS3
OOllS4
001160
001161
00116_
00116_
001221
001221
001221
001P2_
00172_
001231
001234
00123_
00124_
001_4_
00125_
00175_
001_
Ool_
ooI_87
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778 INM='I
IT-0
AZ • .O9.D_LTA
O0 10 J=E*NN
I•N.I-J
IPI=I'I
IMI=I-I
IFIIFLOW,Eh.I)Gn TO 4172
||NM•.00_OelJ(III)
HNaA_S(U(I.IMIi-U(I_IP|)|
IF(UN,GT.UNN )n0 TO R140
nO TO I0
YD=Y(NI-Yll}
Y_=I,-Y0/Y{N)
NAS
IF(XBLEN0.LT,BLFNO) GO TO _173
AZ=( .14".hSeY0*_2".06eYOee4)eY(N)
GO TO HI40
aZ •CC ePH*((.14-.08_Y_e_-.06eY0•e4)eY(N)'CC e_H)eXRLENO/BLEND
IFtIT,EO.]}G0 TO 832
YS=IY(N)-Vtl))*t_REF
1.7 •.¢I*(I,'EXP('YS/26,)}e(Y(N)'Y{II}
INM=INH.I
IF(LI,GE.AI}IT-I
AZI=LZ
tF{Lz.LT.A7)GO TO 11
R3_ AZI=AZ
11 _(_1= AR_(tY{I}-Y(IMI)$e(U{I*IPII'U(t*I)}/((Y(IPlI-Y(II) e
I (Y(IRI)-Y(I_I)),i*(Y(IPI|-Y(1))e(U(I.I)-U(I,IMI})/((Y(I)-YIIMI)}"
_(Y(IPl)-Y(IMI))})*AZI_AZI
10 CONTINUE
40 CONTINUE
C
C FINAL CARD OF SECTION 3
_31 CONTINUE
C SECTION 6 INSERTE0 HERE
C _ • • SECTION 4 • • *
C
C EvaLuATE _x 5TFP (FO_ EJECTOR FLOw AS PER FEB. 191
C
OX=RH*.4
RB=,040eY(N)
" IF(OX,LT.RB}0X=BR
IK=Y(N)/A.
IFIDx,GT.ZKi0X=TK
IF(NSTEP.LT,|0)_Xa,Se0X
IF(NRTEP.LT.20t_X=.2eDX
IF(NSTEP.LT,30)_X=,BeOX
IF{I,,RES,E_,I}_x•,3*0X
%F(_O.GT.12,01nXaDXe2.
IUOE_=0
17 XaX+DX
X_LEND•XRLEND_OX
XRO•X/YT
C
C FINAL CARD OF SECTION 4
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
dHX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
J_4X
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
28_0
20_0
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
31_0
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
3260
3270
3280
3290
3300
3310
74
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001770
001_7P
00177_
Onl?7A
001t01
00130?
001307
001304
00130_
00|326
oo133e
00133A
00133_
00133A
001_3_
001_42
001_47
001154
001_fiT
00136_
001_
001_67
00137?
on1_7_
00160_
001404
00140_
OOi41T
001421
00)42_
O0143P
001446
001447
001447
00146_
001477
001477
001503
001_06
o0151_
001514
00151_
OOlS??
00Ifi?7
001%3P
C
C
C
4.
C
C
C
_0o1
NAS
• • • SECTION 5 • • *
nETERMINE ROUNnARy CONOITIONS ON N.I LINE
IJ(_9N)mOeO
Y(1)mO.
CALL RAO)U_(XgYNUTt29RE_*I
_P_a(0Pll*_Pl)/#.
ICHX=0 JNX
TTER=I JNX
JMX
CALCULATE VELOCITY U ON M*I LINE JMX
JMX
Ell1) • O. dNX
DO 7347 J =29N JNX
?_47 EIfJI=Y(J)*eNR *UIIgJ)IRHOIIgJ)/(2ooPSIJ)} JNX
NTK=NTT-! JMX
JHX
ITERATION STARTS
cONTINUE
nO 13 Ja2tNTT
JPlmJ*|
JMlmJ-I
yI=FI(JP1)•(Vt_(JPII*RH0(ltJPI)IE(J_I))
y2=FI(JMI)e(VIsIJMI)+RHO(ItJMIIeE/JM|})
Y3*EI (J)•(VIS(J)*RHO(|IJ)IE(J))
y4=(yI*Y3)/SI(J)
ySI(Y3tY2)/S2(JII
Y6mYA/(S3(J)•2.)
YT=Y5/(53(J)*2.)
ySmY_•U(J*J)/PS(J}
ygaYToU(I_JI/PSIJ)
AIJM1)=U(I.J}/0X+Y8*Y9
R(JH1)B-Y8
C(JMI)=-Y9
13 n(JM1)=U(l.J)**?/0X'OP2 /(2.•RHOIImJI)
A(1)=A(l)'C(l)
TF(NP .EO. 2) Gn TO II9
_I_8 (Y(NNI-Y(NiI/(Y(NTTt-Y(N))
_SAR=Op1•(Y(NN}**2-y(_)•*_°(Y(NTT)ee2-Y(N}e•2)eO|Gt/4,/V|SINN)
GO TO 219
119 CONTINUE
_IA=ALOGiY(NNI/Y(NI)/ALOGIY(NTT)/Y(N})
_B6Rs0pJi(y(Nh,)••2-Y(N)*•2"IY(NTT)•O2"Y(NIO•2)IOIG}/8.tVIStNN)
?19 CONTINUE
A(NTK)mA(NTK)*DTGIR(NTKJ
_(I_PrK)mO(NTK)-f)RARoB(N_K)
CALL CALC(_*HtCtO_HtNNI
O0 I_34 Jm_.NTT
i;(?,Jl=H (J-l)
iF(U(I.J).LE..OOI)IURES-I
IF(L.I(2oJI.LE..OOI)U(2,J)m. O01
i934 CONTINUE
JNX 3320
JNX 3330
JMX 3340
JHX 3350
JMX 3360
JNX 3370
JHX 3380
jMX 3390
400
410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
J_X 3500
JMX 3510
J_X 3520
JMx 3530
JMX 3540
JMX 3550
JNX 3560
JMx 3510
JMX 3580
JMX 3590
JXX 3600
j_x 3610
JMX 3620
JNX 3630
JNX 3640
JNX 3650
JMX 3660
JNX 3670
JMX 3680
JNX 3690
JNX 3700
JMX 3710
JMX 3720
JNX 3730
JMX 3740
JMX 3750
J_x 3760
jHX 3770
JMX 3780
JMX 3790
JNX 3800
JMX 3810
JNX 3820
JXX 3H30
JNX 3040
J_x 3850
J_X 3_60
75
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601n33 U(?,NN) aU(_.,NTT)*DIG*DRAA
OOI;4n
001_41
00154_
001544
001553
0015_
O01_TN
001573
001%7_
001601
001_03
0016n_
ool_ll
00161_
ool_2n
001671
OOI&7_
001674
001704
00172n
001723
001727
00|73_
001734
00174P
00174_
00175_
00175;
00|761
00176?
0017_3
001767
00177_
002014
0020?0
002024
oo70_=
002030
O02n3P
002036
002039
002n3_
O02h4n
hAS
193_
C * * * SECTION 6 • • •
C EVALUATE TEM_E_ATUREtvTSCOSITY,A_D DENSITY FIELOS
C : THIS SECTION SHOULD FOLLOW _ECTION 7 FOH INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
C
DO I935 Ja2_NN
JPl=J_l
JMlaJ-I
Y|zEI(JPII*(VIS(JPI)/PR*EIJP|)*RHO(|tJPI}/PRT)
Y2zEI(JMI)*(VIS(JMI)/PR*F(JMt)eRHU(IIJN|)/PRT)
y3=EI(J)O(vIS(J)/PR.(E(J)*RMO(|oJ))/PRT)
Y6=(YI+Y3)/SI(J1
YS=(Y3*Y?)/SZ(JI
Y6=Y_/(53(J)*2,)
y7:YS/(S3(J)*2,1
Y_aYAeU(]pJ)/PS(J)
YgaYT*U(ltJ)/P_(J)
A(JM1)=UtItJ}/OX*YS_Y9
R(JMI)=-Y8
C(JNI)z-Y9
n(JMI)=T(ItJ}eIJ(I*J)/DX*CONL cOP2 • U(IoJ)/(2,eRNO(ltJ))
t_(VTS(J}*E(J)e_H0(ItJI)e_H0(t.J)*CONL •
_y(.J)_•NP *tJ(I.JI*U{I.J}I(&..PS(J),ps{J))
OIA=I,
ROLIN_m(YtN-II'YfN-2))i(Y(N)i_.-Y{N-I)-Y(N-_|)/4.
IF(NSTEP.E_.I)ORAR=O.
A(NTK)=A(NTK)*_IGed(NTK)
_(_JTK)=O(NTK}-ORAR*B(NTK)
A(1)zA(1)*C(1)
CALL CALC(A_C_0_H_NN)
00 ]& J.2_NTT
1_ T(Z.J) mH (J'i)
T(_,NN):T(_,NTTleOIG*OR_ _
T(_N)aT(2_N-II
T(?_1)=T(2_21
DO 50 ImI,N
_NO(].I)z_M0(2.T)
¢0 VIS(1)=(T(I.|).CONA.CONR|,el.5_COND/(T(I_I)•CONA_CONB.CON[)
C * * * SECTION T * •
C
C • * • • CALCULATE PRESSURE GRADIENT
CALL YOIS(Y*PS_RHO;U_NI
IF(ITER.GT.g)GOTO 6732
ITERziTER_I
YTFST • A_S(YOUT-Y(N))
YPPT=YOUTe. OUO01
IF(YTEST.LT.YPPT )GO TO 67_2
tF(ICHX,EO,O)GO TO 477S
GO TO 6000
DPBI=DP2
Y81=Y(N)
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMx
dNX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
jMX
JMX
JMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JNX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
3_70
3880
3890
3900
3910
3920
3930
3940
3950
3960
3970
39_0
3990
4000
4010
4020
6030
4040
4050
4060
_070
4080
4090
_100
_110
4120
413o
41_0
4150
1160
4170
41RO
4190
4200
4210
_220
_230
4240
4250
4260
4270
4280
4290
4300
4310
4320
4330
_3_0
4350
6360
4370
4380
6390
4400
4610
76
w,j_ vrg_l_t _.t --PSR LEVFL 2qn--
n07_41 74N [CHX=2
_r?_A GO Tn 6001
¢ep_6¢ _00 VS= ARS(Y_IIT-YRI)
u07_gn VNF= AHS(YOUT-Y{N))
0_?_3 IF(VNE,GT,VS)GO TO 235
O0_n57 Y_)P=Y_|
O0?_n nPR?uDPRt
007nAI YRI=Y[N]
00?^_3 DP_I=DP2
O0?"_& GO Tn 236
U0?gA= _5 yR?=Y(N)
On?'6_ _PPT=OP2
on?oTn 216
0o_1ol "-
C-
o021Ol
o_plo_
on2112
Gh2IE_
00713_
002161
0n21_4
00216_
00217o
0022n3
On2_O?
002_1n
002_!?
002214
002_I_
00271_
002_17
002971
OOPP23
00223_
002234
0_293_
002237
0027_1
002?54
002267
NAS
_P?=DP_I+(YOUT-YBIIe(0PR2-OPB1)/(YBE-YBI)
GO Tn 6001
IrrPATION ENOS
C
_737 IFfNqTEP,EO,I)OPI=0P2 : '
. . PCUH=PCUM÷((DP2*OP|)e0X/P,0)
J=NTT
RZ=_(J)*(U(_J+II-U(2*J}|_] ;J)_(U(ZmJ}-U(Z_J'I)) ,_
BZ=nl*EI(JI*(VIS(J),RHO(I,J}eE#J))
URn=(Y(J)_*{NB*NPR)-Y(H)**(NP*NPP))*DPl/((2,*FLOAT(NR})=_MO
*(I,JI_Y(NI*_NL)-BZ/(RM_(I_J)*Y(N)e_NL ) =
URQ=IJCLIe SOHT(URR]
TOL0(2) • URR/UCLI
_ELY•Y(N)-Y{NN)
UREF=Sg_T((U(I,NN)/DELY-DELY*DPII4,/vIS(NN)IeRHO(|_NN)/
_=. iVISINN))
C .... ,
C • e • 5ECTIhN 8 e • •
C" • • • • • • • • • • • • • .e
C r" 'REPLACE M LINE VALUES WITH MeT LINE VALUES
C
C • • • _ECTION 9 • • •
C- . _ • OUTPUT SECTION • •
Ci74R ;i'IN = X"O*YT/(?.*REN) .t ''_
IF( NSTEP ,EO, 0 ) GO TO 4S8
IF{NSTEP ,EQ* I) GO TO @0B
IF(XIN ,GE, PI) G0 TO q08
GO TO 7142
On8 CONTINUE
- ,IL = IL +1
YTN= Y (N)/Y'T ,.,
UCL • Ui2_])eUCLI
TCL • T(2_I)*(TWREF'TCLI) _ TCLI* UCL••2/12000*" 660_
ALJ_M(I) =_+
On ]Ill I = 2,N
IMI • l-I
Illl
• Q
AU_M(1) ,= AUG_(IM|) ,(U(2,I)*UI2_IM|))•(PS(I)*PS(IM|))•(I:}Stl)-
PS(IMI))
CnNt INUE
AII_-mET = AUGH(N)I(PSNJI_,e6,;_.R36•Ihi.)
PHi(} = PCIJHeVHFAO •,19;73
JMX
JX_
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
• JMX
JNX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMW
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMx
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX 4420
JMX 4430
44_0
4450
4460
4670
4480
4490
4500
4510
4520
4530
4540
4550
4560
4570
45no
450o
4600
4610
_620
4630
4640
4650
6660
6670
4b80
4690
4700
4710
6720
A730
4740
4750
4760
4770
4780
4790
4800
4810
4_20
4B30
4_40
4U50
4860
4870
4B80
4Bqo
4900
4910
4920
4930
49_0
4950
4960
??
007t16
O_?3_n
0c237A A7
0023?7
002377 4_A
002_7
0_33_
OOP_7
00236?
0_236_
on2353
0n235_ qn9
0_374
002377
o0260n _n2
0O24OO
0nPAOP
0o24o_ 351
O0_60f
00241?
00241A
002416
002421
On2A2_
00263p
00263_ 7n9
00?437
00264n
00265_
002_55
00?_57
002657
00267_
0n_676
o07511
oo25_6
o02_3n
00_3_
002_33
00_34
oo2_4n
0_2544
00_$6_
--PSH LEVEL 298-- NA$
DFL = OFLTA_RHIII(UcLI*_nRFF)
WRITE(6.k_) II._XlN.XR_,yIN_H20,UCL,TCL_AU_WET;:uR_ ....
FORMAT(/,5X_I_BFI3.3)
Pl • PI* .25
DO 57 l= I_MK
IF(XIN .GE. PRoFEII)) GO TO 902
CONTINUE ..... .,": C"
GO TO 714_
ChNTINUE t ....
W_ITE(6_752)
00 q09 JmI,N,I .... ' ;
Y_L(J) = Y(JI/YOUT
UJ(J) • U(2.J) *UCLI . " .... _ '
LVH • UJ(J)_*2/12000,-6_O, "_
TTP(J)=Ti2.J)_(TWREF-TCLI)*TCLI
TTT(J)=TTP(J).LVH
W_ITE(6,6I) j.YRL(j)_Uj(j},TTT(J)
WRITE(6.757)
GO TO 7142
C_NTINUE
PROFE(1) = 50.
W_ITE(6.351)
FORMAT(I/,ISX3oVELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ARE PAINTED
) OUT AT THE CORRESPONOIN_ X IN. POSTION..I)
W_ITE(_.T52)
O0 709 J=I_N
YnL(J) = Y(J)IYOUT
UJ(J) =U(P,J)sUCLI
LVH = UJ(J)**?II2000.-4_O.
TTP(J)=T(E,J)_(TWREF-TCLI).TCLI
TTTIJ)=TTP(J).LvH
C_NTINLIE
O0 1213 J= ItN,_
W_TTE(6_61) J.YRL(J)_UJ(J)_TTT(J|
I= J*I
IF(I .EO. N) GO T0 4311
Gn TO 1213
4_11 W_TTE(6_61) ItYRL(IltUJIII_TTT(I)
l_l_ CONTINUE
THE FOLLOWING CARD IS INSERTED IF A MASS )ENERGY CHEc K _EQuIRED
C CALL CHECK(Y_E,U_RHO_YT.FOUCT,TTP_TTT_NN,UCLI,UJ_)
CALL BLC_EK(N,U_PS.Y,DX ,DR2_UCLI.RRH_TOLD ,URR,RHO_AA)
CaLL CHECKIY,E,U_RHO,YT_FDUCT_TTP_TTT_NN_UCLI_UJR)
WRITE(6.751)
7162 DPII=DPI
OPI=OP2
DO 17 JmI,N
II(I _J) =U (2_J)
17 T(i,J)=T(2,J)
TOLD(I) = TOLO(2)
C
C * I t SECTION I0 *
C • TERMINATION TEST •
C
• t
IF (X .GT. XX) GO TO IR
JMX 6970
JMX 4980
JMX 6990
" JHX 5000
JXx 5010
JMX 5030
JMX 5040
3MX 5050
JMX 5060
jMX 5070 "°
JMX 5080
JMX_090
JMX 5100 "
JMX 5110 .....
JMX 5120
JMX'5130
JMX 5140
JMX 5150
JMX 5160
JMX 5170
JMX 5180
JMX 5190
JMX 5200
JMX 5210
JMX 5220
JMx 5230
JMX 5260
JMX 5250
JMX 5260
JNX 5270
JMX 5280
JMX 5290
JMX 5300
JMX 5310
JMX 5320
JMX 5330
JMX 5360
JMX 5350
JMX 5360
JMX 5370
JMX 5380
JMX 5390
JMX 5400
JMX 5410
JMX 5620
JMX 5630
JMX 5560
J_X 5650
JMX 5460
JMx 5470
JMX 56A0
JMX 5690
JMX 5500
JMX 5510
78
RUN VFR_f_N 2._ --PSR LFVEL 29A--
002551
C
002551 IR
002551
002557 RR_
002556 7717
C
C
C
0025_ _1
00255_ ?_2
00255*
00256_
_0 TO iO0
R[TLIRN TO START OF OUTER LOOP
cONTINUE
_o TO 88R_
_RIT_i6t??I?)
FORMAT(//t* [NO OF CALCULiTION_t/i
FORMAT STATEMENTS,
rOR_AT(_SX.I6.6XtF|O.6,_x.F|4.5_2XtF14.§)
FO_MAT(IIt_X*_ | X IN* X/HO
1H_O UC[NT(F/_) TO¢[NTIO[_,R) AUGMENT
FORNAT( 2_Xto J YIJ)
I T(J) _)
_TOP
[Nn
NAS
B/BO
USTAR(F/S)e,/)
U(J)
dxX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
dxX
JMX
J_X
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
PJMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
JMX
5520
5530
5560
5550
5560
5570
5580
5590
5600
5610
56_0
5630
5640
5650
5660
5670
5bRO
5690
"/9
_,JN Vr_c;ION 2,,'_ --PSR LEVEL 208-- NA5
\
NAS
PnOc, n_M LEN(_TH INCLUOING I/0 811FFER5
013416
FUNCTION AR_IGNMENT5 _
F - 0000a6
STATEHENT 6_ST_NMENTS
7 - 6o264_ 9 - ooo5oo
12 - oo1_3 16 - 001742
22 . non241 23 . 000266
39 - _02635 45 - 001044
63 - 003013 73 - 002643
117 - nn0444 118 - O00421
219 - 0n1477 235 . 002064
3S1 - _O30_0 458 - 002327
740 - 002043 752 " 003067
778 - b01047 796 - 001011
830 - 0o0o_5 883 0n2552
1o21 - 6000_4 I051 - 002744
1360 - onion7 1373 - 000760
2001 - 000_II 4172 - 001076
4775 - 0020_6 6000 - o02045
7142 - no_O 7232 - o02752
7_17 - 002631 8019 - 002577
BLOCK N4ME_ AND LENGTHS
- o0o0n4
VA_IARLE a_RIGNMENT_
A - 0ofn_5 AA
A_R - nn72_l
AZ - flfl7_05
8B - no7312
BH - no7234
B1 - 007341
CONA . n07265
CONL - 0o7271
DELTA - nn7_42
DJR - 007272
DDll - _7186
E1 - nn4541
HALF - 0072n4
IFLOW - 0o7237
IPi - 007300
J - noT_
d_l - 007?_3
MK - 6nT|&l
NN - N_72_4
NTEST 0_7163
PAMR . 007166
_E - _07217
ASTaR - 007175
AZl - A07277
BBR - 006465
RLEND - 0_7257
C - 00625l
CONR - 007266
0 - no5727
DELU - 007302
DPB] - 007333
O02 - 007155
FOUCT - 007245
I - 007162
IL - 007230
IT - 007304
JFLOW - 007231
KJ - O07243
N - 007222
!
I0 001216 11_
IR - 002551 19"
Pg _ . 000256 37_
48 001221, 61.
8_ - 000711 100
119 001447 162
236 " - 002070 279
631 - 001221
757 - 003051
82q - 002616
902 - 002400
1201 " 00O216
1748 - 002203
4173 - 001116
fOOl 001330
7347 - 001305
9140 - 001132
- 005621 AMASSO= 007171
4tlGM - 006575
oo7174007275
R_UN0 - 007330
CC - 007153
COND - 007_70
OBAR - 007327
DFLY - 007342
DPB2 - 007340
OX - 007311
GAlA - 007146
Ic_X - 007314
IMI - 007301
ITE8 - 007226
JJK - 007273
LVM - 007351
NJ - 007251
NP - 000000C01NPP
NTK " 007315 NTP
PAl " 007210 PA2
PH20 = 007235 PI
!
001165
-- 000262
-. 002633
003044
000670
- 000726
- 002603
737 - 000045
762 - 001013
832 = 001163
90_ - 002215
1213 - 002473
1934 - 00152T
4311 - 002457
6732 002101
7717 - 003035
888_ 000016
AM_SSI - 007170
AUGMET - 007347
B - 006143
_E - 007274
8Y - 007227
CMEKI - 007205
CON_ - 007267
OEL - 007350
DI6 - 007326
0Pl - 007154
E - 005063
H - 006357
ICORE - 007241
INM - 007276
IU_FS - 007233
J_! - 007254
LZ - 003244
NL - 000003C01
- 000002C01 NSTEP - 007236
- 007256 NTT - 007223
- 007214 PCIJ_ - 007264
- p07225 P01 - 007164
i
8O
PR - nn71_7
R_ - 6n7172
RM2 = no7_n_
R2 = d04433
$3 - onGP17
T£5T1 - nf172n2
TOL_ - nn6_?3
T_(C - 0O7715
u - nn3745
UJR - fl07270
URR - _07_60
VNE nn73_6
X|N :"0n7343
X2_ = _07_00
YO - n07310
YRRT - _073_2
YTE_T - 0073_1
Y6 " 007_0
YB - en73P4
START OF C_NSTJNTS
002562
START OF TE_PORARf_S
003100
START 0F _N_RECTS
00316_
UNUS_ COMPTLE_ SPACE
06220_
PREr - 007165 PROPE , 006703
PSN - 007266 PSNJ . 001267
REN e 007264 RHO - 00_171
RNiJ = 007143 ROREF . 00114_
S_P = o00001C01 S! * 00_003
T - (_03567 tel . 001346
TEST2 = 007203 tJR . 007263
TOO - 007167 T01 • 007165
TTP - 005513 TTT = 00346]
UCL - 007365 UCL! = 001213
UN - 007307 UNN 001306
USEC _ 007216 VHEAo _ _ 001262
VS - 0_733S X - 007157
XkO " 007261 XX - 001160
Y - 0O67S5 YBl - 007334
YJN - 007344 yJ - 007173
YRL _ 00703_ YS' - 00T303
YI - 007116 Y2 - 0073[6
Y5 ' " 00732_ Y6 - 007322
Y9 - _07325 ZK -, 007313
N_S
PRT - 007150
Pi = 007207
RN - 007211
R| , 006667
S2 - 00611] ....
TCL! = 0O7212
T0L - 007201
TREF = 007151
T_REF - 0071_2
UJ - 006727
UREF - 007232
V[S - 005605
XBLENO - 007260
X11 - 007177
YB2 - 007337
YOUT - on7250
YT , 0O7255
Y3 - 007317
Y7 " 007323
81
nu_ vr_Sln_ 2.1 "-PSR LEVEL 29R**
000_]P
o00n]_
000n]N
000_11
00oo1_
o0nn23
000o4n
000O50
000O50
_00
_URRoiI_TN_ Y0|S(YoPSt_H_tUeN)
nl_FNSl0_ Y(?0).¢S(?0)._H012j?o),U(2,?0)
cOMM_N NP_SQPtNPPINL
y(l)_O.O
_0 SO0 |u29N
Z=(?.*FLOAf(NP|JI(RHOIE, t-t)_UiEo|-I)*R_O(2tI|eU(_*I))
7y=y(I-i)**(NP*_,PP) * Z.(#S(1)ePS(|)-PS(|-I)ePS(|-|))
Y(yI • ZYeeSQP
nETURN
END
YI5
Y_S
YIS
ylS
YlS
Y15
YZ5
YlS
'tZS
YZS
1o
30
,O
SO
60
70
80
qO
100
110
_o_ vr_qTnN 2._ ..P_R LEVEL 29A.- ,tots
SUHPP_GR_M LENGTH
o0o)o_
FUNCTTON AS_TGNMEN,tS
STATEMENT A_SI_NMENTS
BLOCK NAME_ ANn LENGTHS
- 000004
VARTanLE A_NMENT_
1 - noOin3 NP
Z - 00olo4 ZY
START OF c_NSTANT_
00005_
ST_T 0_ TFMPO_AR_ES
00005_
ST_T O_ IN_IR_cT_
000_73
UNU_En CnH_LE_ SPACE
0733_0
- 000000C01 NPP
- 000105
o00o02C01 so_ - ooooo1col
82
_uJN vr'Qq;fn_J R,,3 --P_;R LEVEL 29a-,,,
OO00II
00onl!
0000IP
0000]_
000nlq
000hi7
O000?n
000hE1
000q?_
000031
00(_43
o0_n66
ooon4_
00OnSn
000051
ooon67
o00n6P
C
c
C
SUnROUT|_[ CALC (Ao_fltNg_) CAL l0
CAL 20
AS PER M&y 1_ _¢T1 CAL 3_
CAL 40
• • • TH_$ EVALUnT£S R_SULT $ U$|_G THOMA$ AL_OR|TNM • CAL SO
DIHENS|ON A(70 )tO(T0 }tC|70 )tg[70 )t_(70 ),W(70 }tO(?0 }tG(70 ) CAL 60
N2=J-2 CAL 70
N|=J-| CAL B0
_(!)=4(1| C&L gO
_(1)=0(|)/W(l) CAL I00
_0 ] KI2tN P CAL 1|0
KI=K-! CAL 120
_(_I)=B(KI)/W(KI) CAL 130
_(K)wA(K)-C(K)eO(K|) ... CAL 160
G(K)_(_(K)'¢|K)eG(K|})/WfK| CAL 150
H(N2IBG(N2) CAL !60
N]IJ-] CAL 170
00 _ K=|_N3 CAL [RO
KK=N_'K CAL [gO
H(KK)=G(KK)-O(KK)eH(KK,|| CAL 200
RETURN , CAL 210
_Nn CAL 220
C_LC
SU_O_M LENnTH
00o_37
BLOC K N&M[_ ANn LENGTHS
VA_TaRLE _¢_I_ENT_
G _ _00_3 K
STA=T OF C_NS_ANT$ ...........
00006t
ST_T OF TFUPO_AR_($
O00n6S
ST_a_ O_ t_nIRECT$
o00_71
U_U_E n CoMptLE_ S_CE
_7320n
_00433 _K
O00t31 _3
00ot36
000_35
KI
- O00EI5
83
RUN VFDST_N 2,_ --PSg LEVEL 29R--
000n13
000n13
OnOnlq
0n0_1_
ooon?l
0000?_
O0on_4
000025
000030
0_0o31
000O34
0O0n34
OOn_4
000056
000061
O000_S
000067
000073
000077
000100
000107
00010_
S
10
12
13
19
8
20
SU=gOUTINE PHOF(UtTtNJtNtUJgtyJRIKJtUCL|) PRO
VE_S|ON FOg SINGLE STRF_M FLOg g[TH J WALL ROUNoARY LAYER IF KJ=|PRo
VE_q]ON FOg TWO ST_EAN FL_U (TOP-hAT PNOF[LE ) OR StNOLE PRO
_TPFAN FLOw wITHOUT A BOUNoARY LAYEH IF KJaZ
nI_FNSION U{2170)tT(2pT0)
IF(KJIEq,I)G0 Tn 12
nO 1_ XmI_N
TF(I,GT.NJ IG0 TO §
U(I,I)mI,O
T(|o|)mO,O
60 TO 10
H(ItT)=UJR
T(ltl)mTJR
CONTINuE
_0 T_ 8
_E_rCSol3t(U(l_t)tlmllN)
FO_MAT(6EI_,6)
O0 15 I=ltN
T(lol)=O,O
nO _n I=I*N
H(_,X)=U(I+I)
T(?oT)=T(Ipl)
U(ltN)=0.0
I)(_tN)10e0
gETURN
EN0
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRO
PRo
PRO
PRO
PRO
RU_ VrO_n_ 2._ --¢SR LEVEL t98-- PROF
10
20
3O
_0
50
60
70
_0
90
!00
1|0
]30
150
160
170
180
1.90
2OO
_0
23O
_¢0
2S0
_60
P_Or
SL!R=_G_ LENGTH
00FIg&
rU_CTTON a_IG_E_T$
STATEmeNT A_ST_NME_TS
5 - h_OO_q 0
13 - ooolo7 15
BL_CK N_¢ AN_ L_NGTHS
VA_L=L r 6_'_E_TS
! - 0001_3 KJ
000106
ST_=T O_ T_MP_AR_E_
000111
O0011 c
U_USE_ _L_ $_ACE
07310O
- 00006S 10 - 000031 12
- O00061
- 000000 UCLI - 000001
- 00003'
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_U,; VI:_F;TnN 2,'_ --PSR LEVEL 2qA--
00001 n
00O010
000n|e
000el?
00001_
000nl_
00oo37
000n3&
0oon3A
000040
000_47
o00n6A
00006_
O00OG_
000071
000073
000n7¢
000077
00010_
00010_
0001O7
000111
oo_1_n
000130
00013_
000141
000143
00014_
00015_
O001_n
00016_
C
C
qUaRoUTINE PSI( Nt PSNtNJtPS.PSNJI
nIM_NSION PS(70) --
JN .I IS THE NUMBER OF H00E POINTS IN JET
.iN • _ 1
NJ= JN,| ,.
PS(1) =Q.0
O(1 30 I • ?INJ
PSiI) == P.RNJ/;?,e(|,-CO¢;I3,|416/FLOAT(JN)eFI.oAT(I'I)))
"t0 CONTINUE
FF; • 0.Ie(PSN-PSNJ)
J tNJ* |
- Ks NJ_JN
nO 40 I • J,K
P¢;(T) =P$( NJ} + FSe(t.-COS(3.1.4|6/(Z.eJN)eFLOAT(T-NJ)))
40 CONTINUE
DELES •,85e(PSN-PSNJ)/FLOAT(N-K-|81
J =KW'!
K == N-|q
P0 50 I • JIK
PR|T) •aS(I-I} *OELPS
=.0 C(1NTINUE _-
FSA=,05 e (PSN-PSNJ|
J = K*|
RF'A_ (5o_001 (P%(]) tImJtN)
F(1P_AT (6E |3.,6)
O0 k0 I • JtN
Pq(1) • PS(K) _. FSA_'PS(T)
CONTINUE
Oh 10I ImItN
PS(T) = SQRT(ps(I) )
CONTINUE
_ETIJRN
ENf_
?0o
_0
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSl
PSI
PSI
PSI
psi
PSl
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSl
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI
1o
20
30
40
SO
60
70
80
gO
100
llO
120
130
140
150
16n
170
180
190
2OO
210
22O
2'_0
240
250
260
270
:aAO
290
300
.,410
320
330
RU_ Vr_TON 2.3 --PSR LEVEL 2_q-- PSI
PSI
St;PDP_QAM LENGTH
00072_
VU_CTTON A_G_uE_T_
STAT_'_NT A_ST_N_NTS
2_0 - 000176
BLOCK NA_E_ ANn L_NGTHS
Va_T_L_ A_¢T_Nu_TS
_L_S - knO_ FS
J - _00_2 JN
STACT OF C_NST_NTS
00_16_
START OR TruPO_ARIES
00017A
S_T OF T_nI_cTS
000_IR
UNU_£_ COMPILE_ SPACE
07270 _
" _0022| ' FS& - 000225
" 000217 K - 000223
" 000220
85
RUN VFnRTOk, ?o_ --PSR LEVEL ?gR--
000007
000007
000016
000n22
00002=
000_35
OOnOqn
O000SP
000054
000n56
00006n
OOOn_?
O00n7_"
OoonTp
000077
000101
000103
000107
000110
000114
000120
000131
000137
C
I
6
3
"';_0
C.
7
?5
SUbRoUTINE R.OTtlS(XeYOUTtK_eREN) GEM |0
_R(2S)t _Sxx PE_ MAy 19 1971 GEM 20
_IMFNSION (25) GEM 30
G_ T_(lt2)tKZ GEM _0
REAntSt6)NS GEM 50
FOp_AT(I_) GEM 60
REA_(5,3)(RH(I)_I=ItN5) GEN 70
RE^D(5t3)(XX{I|gI=I,N$) GEM RO
F_RHAT(SFI0.0) GEM 90
w_TTE(6w20) BEN 100
FOn_AT(//t;SX,*nUCT GEOM_TRYOo//tSX_eDUcT DIAMETER OR HEIGHT GEM |10
1 OI5TaNCE FROH NOZZLE EXIT (IN)It//) GEM |_0
DO 75 t= 1_N5 GEM 130
THF FOLLOWING CARO IS INSERT tF _ALF WIDTH OF THE DUCT |5 USED GEM 140
RR(T) =RR(I)*_, GEM 160
W_TTE(6,7) _R(t)tXX(|) GEM 170
F_R_AT(10xtFI0_StZSXtFI0,S) GEM _R0
CONTINUE GEM 1gO
_0 4 I=IoN5 GEM 200
RR(f)=RR(1)eRE N- GEM 210
4 XX(I)aXX(I)eRENe2, GEN 220
T=I GEN 230
P [F(X.GT.XX(NS))G0 TO 5 BEN 240
TF(X.GT.XX(I*I))Zs]*I GEM 2S0
YOUT'RN(I)_(X'XX(|))e(RR{I_|)'RR(|))/(XX(Ze|)'XX(|)) GEN 260
RETURN GE_ 270
END GEN 280
RUN VFg_TON P._ --PSR LEVEL 29_-- RAO;uS
R_OtU_
5UHPDOGRAM LENGTH
000=6_
FUNCTTON A_|_N_ENT5
STATEMENT A_5[_NNFNT5
I h0001_ 2
6 - Ono13_ 7
BLOCK N_M_ AN_ LFNGTHS
VADIARLE _S_GNMENT5
I _O0_&q N5
ST_T O_ CONSTANTS
00013&
START OF TFMPO_AR_ES
00016_
ST_T OF TN_RFcTS
0001T_
UNUSEn COMPILE_ 5P_CE
073000
- O00t|O 3 - 0001_0 S _ 000131
- 000160 20 - 000163
n00266 RR - 000202 XX - 000233
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RUN VF_In_ _.1 --PSR LEVFL 29R--
000_]_
oOOn16
O00n]_
o00nl 7
oooo?n
oooo71
ooonT?
ooon?_
ooon2_
00005_
000107
000134
000177
00017_
00017_
000700
onoPnl
000_0_
O00_OP
oo0_o_
o0o_o_
o0o7o_
o0o_0_
0009]0
o0o_]_
00073_
000_3?
000233
SUPR_UTINE CHECK(Y_EIU,_H0tYTtFOUCTITTPtTTT*NNtUCLIIUJR)
ChMMON NP,S_P,NPP_NL *
OINFNSION Y(70},[{10)olj_p?0}_RH0(2tT0)t_yP(70)oiTT(70)
_NFRA=0,
TFLOw= 0 .
VIqcIN=0,
nELP=0,.
DO 3471JmIwNN
JP1=J+l
TFLOW =TFLOW * (Y(Jpi)tI(NP*Npp) -y(J)*t(NP*NpP))
le(DH_(2tJPl)+RHm(2tJ))
_=(lI(?tJpl)+U(21.j))/4 _
VI_cIN=VIScIN*(Y(JPt}*Y(J))Q(E(JBI)'*E(J})°(U(2,Jp|)-U{Z,J))
I/(TTP(J,]),TTP J))/2,
_EL?=OEL2+(U(21 12*Jl) (YIJPl)IIINP*NPP}'YIJI*IINP*NPPl)JPl)*O t
li((U(2tJP|)+U(2,J))I(,_/UJ_)o|,)t,S/UJR
FNFPG=ENERG*(TTT(J)*TTT(JP)))e(Y(JP|)eI(NP_NPP)-y(J)tt(NPiNDP))
I_([I(?*JPl)+U(2_J))I(RhO(P_JP||,RH0(2_J))/8_
3_7] CONTINUE
IF (krp .EO. O) AO TO 2|q
FeJff_:ENERG/(FoI)CT*YT_)
TFLOw=TFLOwI(FDucTIYT**_)
_o TO 31g
_lq CONTINUE " -
PSN = FOUCT r _
ENFPG=ENERG/PSN '_ _
TFLhw=TFLOW/PSN
_lq _ONTINUE
VI_CIN=VISCINi.000|S8**?
nEL_=DELZ **,5*,0001SBIUCLI
WHITF(6_347?)ENERG_TFLOw_vIsCIN_OEL2
?_77 FOP_AT(/t6X_TO-F • _*FI4,6_6X_*TOTAL FLOW • e_E14,6_
IaX,*vISCIN=i_EII,6t2X_*_EL?m*tEI4,6)
RETURN
FN_
CHE
CME
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CME
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CME
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CHE
CME
RUN VcOqTh_ ?.3 --PSR LEVEL 29_-- CHECK
CHECK
SU_OOGO_M LENGTH
FUNCTION 6¢¢_GN4ENTS
S_TEuFHT ^SS_NMFNTS
21q - 000202 319 - - 000206"
BLOCK _!A_F¢ AN_ LENGTHS ....
- oooon4
V_T_LE A_¢_GNMENTS
_EL2 - _n0_1 ENERG -
N_ - _0e0h_ NP -
TFLnW . 0n0377 TT p -
UJ_ - Pn00n6 VISCIN -
ST_T O_ Cn_ST_NTS
START 0_ TFuP_RARIES
000_6n
ST_O_ 0F I_n!n_cTS
0003_
UNUSFn COMP1LEO SPACE
07250_
3472 - 000245 "
000376 J - 000402 JPl - 000403
000000C0] NPP - 000002C0| PSN - 000404
000000 TTT - 000001 UCL! - 000003
000600
I0
3o
50
60
70
nO
qO
I0o
llO
120
13o
I¢0
150
16o
170
IRO
190
200
210
220
230
?60
250
260
270
280
_90
300
310
320
330
340
35o
360
8?
_UN V_g_f_N 2,_ --PSN LEVEL 29R-o
0_0n17
0_0037
000hi?
0000?n
000n34
000n37
000041
000n4_
000044
ooon_1
00on7_
ooo]on
00o11_
ooo171
0001_&
00016_
00014_
000143
_tI_RoUT[NF RLCNFK(N_UoPS,Y,nX t0PP*UCLI_BR;TbLn ,URRIRHOtAA| RLC
OTMENSI_N U(2t70) tPS(f0)o OUX(70)_RHO(_170) PAA(70)_Y(70)tRUHf70)HL C
e tT_LO(2} HLC
COMHON NRtSORtNPP_NL
_O | J • ]IN
nux(J) • (U(2,J)-U(ItJ))/0X
1 CO_STINUE
AA(I) • _,
_0 2 J• 2t N
JHI = J-|
&A(J)=AA(J-1)+(nUX(J}eP$(J),0UX(JM|}=PSIJM|))_(PS(J)-pS(jN|) )
RR_{J| =OR2 tyIJ)Ie(NP_NPPI/(2tIFLOAT(NP_Npp) |
COHTrNUE
R=_RHO(_])i(TOLD(2) ÷TOL0(]) ) eI2eY(N)=tNLI,25
AOR=_Bd(N)/(tJ-AA(N))
BC = B-AA(N)
W_ITE(StiN) RCoRflB(_},_R
40 F_R_AT(/_I0X_FLU_ FU_cES • I_E_3.6te PRESS. FOrcES
I E1_.6t e RATIO OF THESE TWO • l,E13,6_/)
i00 RETU@N
RLC
BLC
_LC
BLC
RLC
BLC
HLC
BLC
RLc
BLC
BLC
BLC
_LC
BLC
• e_ RLc
BLC
BLC
HLC
lO
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
llo
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
22O
HU _, VFg_TAN _,1 --PSR LEVEL 2gA-- BLCN_K
RLCHEK :.
SlIHPP_R_&M LENGTH
00n36_
_UNCTTON Aq_|_MENTS
STATEMENT A_S_GN_ENTS
60 - nnO1_t 1o0
RLOCK N_MF_ ANn LFNGTNS
- .n_oon4
VA_TA_L_ AqqT_MENT_
AA - _nO_n5 AO_
BC - nno361 OUX
NL - 0n00_3C0| NP
TOLn - _00002 UCLI
STAQT OF C_NST_NTS
00014_
STAOT OF TF_PO_AR/E_
00016q
START OF TN_RFCT_
000?In
UNU_En CO_PTLE_ SP_CE
072700
000142
- 000340 R
- 000777 J
- 000000COI NPp
" 000000 URR
- 000337 BBB
- 000335 JMI
- 000002Col RH0
- 000003
i
,m
000001
000336
000005
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RUN VVU_ION ?,l --PSR LEVFL 2gR--
O000_n
onen?l
O00n?3
oflon?¢
000044
000_4_
00005_
oo00s_
ooon_
0000_7
o0oo_
oO0OTn
o0007_
ooon7_
0OOlO_
0OOlO_
000110
o0011_
000114
000133
00013_
o0014n
o0o!44
00014_
Onol6_
000171
00fi17_
000177
0oo?o?
ooo_o3
o0o311
000714
ooo?]_
ooo?71
00073A
000?60
OOfl?4_
00074_
000_67
_UoRhUTINE LOOKIJJKtNNtU_YIOELTAtRHtRVtNtCCtIFLOwtXRLENDtyJ,_E)
C
C FO_ FJECTOP FLOw AS PE_ FER, 19
C
nI_FNSlON tl(2ty_}tY(70)
C sEaRCH FOR INFLECTION voINT
nO 770 JmJJKtNN
MmJ_I
_Z=(U(|oJ)-U(|tM))/(Y(J)-V(M))-(U(ItM)-U(|IK))/(y(M).Y(K))
IF(_Z,_TtO,)GO TO 77|
770 CONTINUE
771 IF(OZ.LT,o,}GO TO 776
c NO INFLECTION POIN t
JJmN.M -I
tlPnTmU(I,M)
IFtY(N),LE,BY)GO TO 776
nEI.TAmYIN)-{)ELTa
TF(Y(M),GE, _ELTA)GO TO 775
C _EA_C H FOR SHEA_ LAYE_ OtlTER EDGE
_Y=M-I
nO 1319 ItltMY
HTY=(U(ItM-I)-UDOT)/(U(It|}-UPOT)
_]q CONTINUE
1_20 _P=M.[_!
JJKmMp
RYm(Y(MP-I)-f(MP))e(tOO_I(U(|tl)-UPOTi-
ltI(1,HP-|)*UPOT)/(U()t_P-1)-U(t_PI)*Y(MP-|)
C SEAPC H FOR SMEAO LAYER INNER EoG_
_0 77? Im3,M
tlTT=(U(I ,l)-U(l,I) )/(U(1 tl)-UPoT)
_F(IITT,GT.,O03}_O TO 77_
772 _ONTI NUE
773 nEmY(I-I)*(Y(I}-V(I-I))*(U(|t|)-U(|_I-|)-
I.OO]'(U(I,])-UPOT))/(U(I,I}.U(I,I-I))
IF(I.EQ,3|_E=O,
RF_C=_EIYJ
BH=_Y-HE
C _E_RCH FOR EOGE OF WALL ROUNOARY LAYER
nO 774 I=l_JJ
UKK=(UPOT-U(|tM,I)IIUPOT
IFIU_K,_T,,OIO)GO TO 77_
774 CONTINUE
775 KI=M+I-!
REi TAmY(KI}-(Y(_I*|)-Y(KI))eIU(!_KI)-,9900
1LIPnT)/(UtI_KI*I)-U(I_KT))
IFfRV,GE°PELTA)GO TO 77_
OELTA=Y(N).BELT_
MZ=KI-NP
IF(_7,LE,I)GO TO 776
qo In 777
C IFL_w=I THERE IS NO INFLECTION POIN T
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LE F
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
LEF
10
2o
30
40
60
70
_0
90
IO0
110
120
130
160
150
I60
170
IRO
190
20O
210
220
230
2_0
250
_60
270
2RO
300
310
320
330
36O
350
360
370
3_0
390
_00
_10
420
6_0
460
450
460
b70
_90
500
510
520
530
5AO
55O
RU_' VroStO_ 2.3 -.PSR LEVEL 29_--
O00?Fn 776 IFLOw=I .................
000_57 XRLENDIO,
000_ 777 RETURN
OOC?S6 EN_
LOOK
LEF 560
LEF 570
LEF 5RO
LEF 590
89
RIJN VFD_|ON 2._ --P_R LEVEL 2cA-- _L00_
LOOK
SU_PD_aM LENGTH
FUNCTTON A_RIG_MENTS
STAT_F_T A_T_HFNTS
77] n00n_0 773 - _00166
777 . onO_3 1320 - 000110
BLOCK NA_P_ AN_ LFNGTHS
VA_ZAPLE A_I_ENTS
8E nnOOn_
cc . n0ooo_
J 000_
M non30_
UTY - no0316
START OF CONST^NTS
00025_
START OF TFMPO_ARIE$
o00_
ST_nT Or TN_IREcT_
000977
RELTA - 000313
OZ = 000310
JJ ° n00311
NP _ 000317
UKK " 000322
XBLENo - 000004
UNtJ_Fh COMDTL_U S_AcE
07_400
77_ ° 000216 776
RFRAC - 00_32| BY
! ooo31s IFLO_
K _ 000307 K!
_y - 00031_ _Z
UPoT - 0003|2 UTT
yj - 000005
- 000250
- 000000
. 000003
000323
- 00032_
- 000320
9O
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Table 1
Mixing Section Dimensions for 1.875" Throat Size
x x +_y x +y
Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches
-3.000 -0.937 1.960 1.062
-2. 937 4.496 -0.875 1. 922 1. 125
-2. 875 4. 288 -0.812 1. 886 1.187
-2. 812 4. 128 -0.750 1. 850 1.250
-2.750 3.982 -0.687 1.814 1.312
-2.687 3.860 -0.625 1.782 1.375
-2.625 3.740 -0.562 1.746 1.437
-2.562 3.628 -0.500 1.715 1.500
-2.500 3.510 -0.437 1.688 1.562
-2.437 3.412 -0.375 1.658 1.625
-2.375 3.310 -0.312 1.632 1,687
-2.312 3.226 -0.250 1.608 1.750
-2.250 3.140 -0.187 1.586 1.812
-2.187 3.064 -0.125 1.562 1.875
-2.125 2.998 -0.062 1.540 1.937
-2.062 2.918 0.000" 1.519 2.000
-2.000 2.840 0.062 1.502 2.125
-1.937 2.778 0.125 1.486 2.250
-1. 875 2. 708 0._187 1.470 2. 375
-1. 812 2. 646 0.250 1.452 2. 500
-1.750 2. 586 0.312 1.438 2. 625
-1. 687 2. 520 0. 375 1.422 2. 750
-1. 625 2.464 0.437 1.406 2. 875
-1.562 2.404 0.500 1.394 3.000
-1.500 2.350 0.562 1.380 3.125
-1.437 2.296 0.625 1.366 3.250
-1.375 2.246 0.687 1.354 3.375
-1.312 2.196 0.750 1.340 3.500
-1.250 2.152 0.812 1.328 3.625
-1.187 2.110 0.875 1.318 3.750
-1.125 2.070 0.937 1.304 3.875
-1.062 2.030 1.000 1.288 4.000
-1.000 1.990 8.000
11.000
23.500
1.280
1.268
1. 256
1. 244
1. 234
1. 222
1.210
1. 200
1. 192
1.182
1. 174
1. 162
1.154
1. 146
1. 138
1. 130
1. 116
1.100
I.086
1.077
I.066
1. 058
I.048
1.042
1.038
1. 034
1. 030
1. 024
1. 018
1. 014
1. 010
1.007
0.938
O. 938
1. 593
Nozzle discharge plane at x = 0. 000
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Table 2
Variation of Individual Integrated
Traverse Mass Flows For EachTest Run
Run
1
2
3
5
6
7
9
10
11
Average
w/o Run 5
Variation of Integrated Traverse
Mass Flow Rate Around An
Average Value
+2.2%, -3.0%
+3.5%, -2.3%
+3.4%, -3.9%
+0%, -0%
+2.3%, -2.8%
+4.1%, -2.8%
+5.6%, -2.6%
+4.0%, -2.2%
+3. S%, -2.6%
+3.6%, -2.8%
Number of Traverse
Locations
4
5
9
3
4
5
5
5
5
93
Table 3
Location of Test Data for Each Test Run
Test Conditions
]andMass Flows
, .°
Static Pressures
Centerline Veloci-
ties and Temper-
atures
Velocity Profiles
Temperature
Profiles
Eddy Viscosity
Sensitivity
Flow Rate
Sensitivity
Run Run Run Run Run Run Run Run Run Run Run
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
T4
L
T5 T5 T5 - T5 T5 T5 - T5 T5 -
Fll Fll FI1 - Fll F12 F12 - FI2 FI2 -
F13 F13 F13 T6 F13 F14 F14 T6 F14 F14
FI5 FI5 F15 - FI5 FI6 FI6 - FI6 FI6
F23a F24
F23b
F17 FI8 F19a - F20 F21 F22
F19b
F25 ..... F26 -
F27 F27
F28 - - F28 -
F29 F29
- - F_]7 - - F27 ....
T6
T Stands for Table
F Stands for Figure
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C_
"O
C_
O
"O
<D
O
C_
.... . i,. , ", , - - - . ." • .=.... , , ......
..=, L'-
{3O
gO
L_
0._
C_
4 d c_ _ _ c_ 4 4 4 _ 4
C_ _ _'_ O0 r.D 00 _D _.D _1_
C'3 _ O.1 O3 CO _'3 _ _3 _ _
_ 00 _ L_- ¢'_ 00_ _ _0 '_ I--I C_ILff_
O O O O O O O O O O O
O O O O O O O O _ O O
tD r._ L_ r.D _D L_. L_, rid L_- e_D t _-
O O C_ O O O O O O O
U3 Lr_ _ _ U3 _ If:, _ U_
_D _- 00 L_ L_ _ L_ _ L_
Z GO_D
O
"_D rid _ _ _- 0O 0D _O L_ L_
{ _-I _1 _ _1_ _ _D _= _0 O_ O v_
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Table 5
Comparison of Experimental and
Analytical Mass Flow Rates
Run
No.
1
2
3
5
6
7
9
I0
Throat
Width
(inches)
1.25
i.875
11
Mixing
Section
Mass Flow
Rate From
Traverse
Data
lb/sec, in.
(D
0.408
0. 341
0.357
0.384*
0.434
O.458
O.501
O.525
Mixing
Section
Mass Flow
Rate From
Orifice
Data
lb/sec, in.
®
--w
0.320
0.3535
0.417
O. 447
wu
Percent
Difference
In
Measured
Data
+6.7%
+1.0%
Analytical
Mass Flow
For
Best Static
Pressure
Match
lb/sec, in.
®
0.382
0.322
0.351
0.395
0.420
0.443
0.485
0.508
Comparison
Of
Traverse
To
Analytical
Mass Flow
eL,,e
+ 6.4%
+5.6%
+1.7%
- 2.9%
+3.2%
+3.3%
+3.2%
+3.2%
Compariso_
Of
Orifice
To
Analytical
Mass Flow
® - ®
®
_w
- .6%
+ . 7%
* Transducer Battery May Have Been Going Bad During This Test
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Table 6
Tabulation of Static Pressures For
Runs 4, 8, and 11
Distance
From Nozzle Run No. 4 8 11
Discharge Nozzle Pressure psia 35.61 31.80 35.68
inches Throat Height 1.25" I. 875" 1. 875"
Wall Static Pressure in Inches of Water Gage
-1.62
-1.25
-0.87
-0.46
+0.03
+0.56
+0.99
+1.50
+2.00
+2.50
+3. O0
+3.50
+4. O0
+4.50
+5.00
+5.50
+6.00
+7. O0
+8, 00
+9.60
+I0.50
+12. O0
+13. O0
+15. O0
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Figure 2
Picture of Primary Nozzle
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Figure 3
Picture of Nozzle Positioned in the Mixing Section
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Figure 4
Picture of Mixing Section Discharge
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Figure 5
Extended Inlet on Ejector Test Rig
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Figure 7
Picture of Right Side of Ejector Rig
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Figure 8
Picture of Left Side of Ejector Rig
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Figure 15 Maximum Velocities for 1.25" Throat Mixing Section
PN = 17.0 psig
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Figure 16 Maximum Velocities for 1.875" Throat Mixing Section
PN = 21.0 psig
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Figure 17 Velocity Profiles for Run 1 for 1.25" Throat Mixing Section
pN = 17,0 psig, T N -- 181 ° F, W N = .0780 lb/sec.in.
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Figure 18 Velocity Profiles for Run 2 for 1.25" Throat Mixing Section
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Figure 19a Velocity Profiles for Run 3 for 1.25" Throat Mixing Section
PN = 17.0 psig, T N = 246 ° F, W N = 0.075 lb/sec, in.
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Figure 20 Velocity Profiles for Run 5 for 1.25" Throat Mixing Section
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Figure 21 Velocity Profiles for Run 6 for 1.875" Throat Mixing Section
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Figure 22 Velocity Profiles for Run 7 for 1.875" Throat Mixing Section
PN = 21.0 psig, T N = 187°F, W N = . 0884 lb/sec, in.
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Figure 24 Velocity Profiles for Run 10 for 1.875" Throat Mixing Section
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Figure 25 Temperature Profiles for Run 3 for 1.25" Throat Mixing Section
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